REVISED AGENDA
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE, PARKS & TOURISM
COMMISSION MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARING
Thursday, January 9, 2020
Riverside Community Building
510 Park Ave, Iola, Kansas
I.

CALL TO ORDER AT 1:30 p.m.

II.

INTRODUCTION OF COMMISSIONERS AND GUESTS

III.

ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS TO AGENDA ITEMS

IV.

APPROVAL OF THE November 14, 2019 MEETING MINUTES

V.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

VI.

DEPARTMENT REPORT
A. Secretary’s Remarks
1. Agency and State Status Report (Brad Loveless)
2. 2020 Legislature (Chris Tymeson)
B. General Discussion
1. Commissioner Big Game Permit Drawing (Mike Miller)
2. Boating Educator of the Year Award Presentation (Dan Hesket)
3. Walleye Telemetry Study at Glen Elder Reservoir (Scott Waters)
4. Use of Thermal Imaging and Night Vision Equipment (Matt Peek)

5. 115-18-10. Importation and possession of certain wildlife; prohibition, permit requirement,
and restrictions – Monk Parakeet (Jake George)
6. 2020-21 Waterfowl Seasons (Tom Bidrowski)
C. Workshop Session
1. Duck Hunting Zones (Tom Bidrowski)
2. Webless Migratory Bird Regulations (Richard Schultheis)
3. KAR 115-25-7, Antelope Regulations (Matt Peek)
4. KAR 115-25-8, Elk Regulations (Matt Peek)
VII.

RECESS AT 5:00 p.m.

VIII. RECONVENE AT 6:30 p.m.
IX.

RE-INTRODUCTION OF COMMISSIONERS AND GUESTS

X.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

XI.

DEPARTMENT REPORT
B. General Discussion (continued)
7. Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) (Levi Jaster)
8. KAR 115-25-9a. Deer; open season, bag limit, and permits; additional considerations; Fort
Riley. (Levi Jaster)
C. Workshop Session (continued)
5. Big Game 4-Series Regulations (Levi Jaster)
6. Deer 25-Series Regulations (Levi Jaster)
D. Public Hearing
None

XII.

OLD BUSINESS

XIII. OTHER BUSINESS
A. Future Meeting Locations and Dates
XIV. ADJOURNMENT
If necessary, the Commission will recess on January 9, 2020, to reconvene January 10, 2020, at 9:00 a.m., at the same location to complete
their business. Should this occur, time will be made available for public comment.
If notified in advance, the department will have an interpreter available for the hearing impaired. To request an interpreter, call the
Kansas Commission of Deaf and Hard of Hearing at 1-800-432-0698. Any individual with a disability may request other
accommodations by contacting the Commission Secretary at (620) 672-5911.
The next commission meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March, 26, 2020, Kansas State Historical Society and Museum, 6425 SW 6 th
Ave, Topeka, Kansas.

Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks & Tourism
Commission Meeting Minutes
Thursday, November 14, 2019
William Carpenter 4-H Building
608 Fairground Rd, Scott City, Kansas
Subject to
Commission
Approval
The November 14, 2019 meeting of the Kansas Wildlife, Parks and Tourism Commission was called to order
by Chairman Gerald Lauber at 1:30 p.m. at the William Carpenter 4-H Building, Scott City, Kansas.
Chairman Lauber and Commissioners Emerick Cross, Gary Hayzlett, Aaron Rider, Warren Gfeller, Lauren
Sill and Troy Sporer were present.
II.

INTRODUCTION OF COMMISSIONERS AND GUESTS

The Commissioners and department staff introduced themselves (Attendance Roster – Exhibit A).
III.

ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS TO AGENDA ITEMS

Sheila Kemmis – No changes (Agenda – Exhibit B).
Chairman Lauber – reverse order of 115-25-5 and 25-6
IV.

APPROVAL OF THE September 19, 2019 MEETING MINUTES

Sheila – Page 8, 11th line, persadae should be spelled percidae family (Ark Darter family). Commissioner
Gary Hayzlett moved to approve the minutes, Commissioner Lauren Queal Sill second. Approved (Minutes
– Exhibit C).
V.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

Aaron Simons, Wichita County farmer and rancher – Regarding nuisance wildlife control permits, coyote
predation and use of thermal equipment for coyotes killing calves. Thermal equipment would be effective
tool, use currently on feral hogs on farms in Texas. Technology has advanced dramatically and no problem
identifying what we see at night. Current laws and regulations are not clear if using thermal equipment at
night while using nuisance permit is illegal? Asking for permission to use thermal equipment in order to help
our ranchers save their livestock. Chairman Lauber – Thermal imaging differs from night vision? Night
vision allows you to see through binoculars or scope and thermal imaging shows animal a different way?
Simons – I am no expert, but night vision reflects, thermal just picks it up.
Robbie Berning – We have a friend that is in the Department of Defense and he does actual testing on
thermal. He explained to me that thermal is a radiation detector that projects radiation into computer and onto
a screen in high definition black and white; it does not project light, does not gather light the way that night
vision does; a completely different spectrum through heated radiation. Commissioner Gfeller – Does it
simply detect a warm body, or does it actually identify? Berning – We have used in Texas for four or five
years. Equipment we are running is like looking at high definition tv screen, shows grass, divots in the
ground and everything. We leave it in Texas because we know we cannot use it here in Kansas. We don’t call
them there, we walk through the herd. Simons – Not trying to get this for recreational use but for nuisance
use. Commissioner Rider – Would you use the same method here as in Texas or be stationary and call those
coyotes into where you are? Berning – In Texas we go into the herd, we don’t use a call and when we have
eliminated the coyotes coming into the herd we may venture out two miles from that group and call them, but
only in surrounding area. We are doing a service, not recreational hunting. We would gladly pay a permit fee,
love to get nuisance permit but it is not black and white to use thermal technology, it says optics or other
sights. Not asking to use night vision, that is old technology; not illegal to hunt coyotes at night in Kansas,
but dangerous at night without using what we are using; not going to shoot cattle trying to kill coyotes,

without seeing them. Commission Sporer – Chris, how does regulation read about hunting coyotes at night?
Chris Tymeson – The one they referenced, there is the ability for the department to authorize thermal
imaging on a nuisance animal damage control permit. The regulation that generally deals with coyotes does
not allow light amplified or infrared light amplified, so couldn’t use either night vision or thermal without a
permit. Commissioner Sporer – What are you asking for? Berning – Clarification if we get a nuisance permit,
can we hunt coyotes at night legally; not in black and white in regulation. Commissioner Sporer – Wanting to
hunt coyotes? Berning - Not recreational, want to shoot coyotes out of cattle with thermal technology.
Permission to do that with permission from the landowner. Chairman Lauber – I have been contacted by
groups such as yourselves who have been contacting Kansas legislators, issue simmering below the surface
for a long time. Law Enforcement, with good intentions, say it may enhance poaching, particularly for deer
and expressed reluctance to have this passed. Once legislature gets involved it will come up and I want this
agency to get ahead of this. If vote today, recreationally with restrictions I expect it would go through our
Commission today. Every time the legislature starts creating statutory rules and regulation rather than the
ones we make it turns into a mess. We should seriously consider making it available for animal control and
recreation. One guy who contacted me who hunts on the King ranch said they notify them when they are
going to be hunting at night; don’t know if could be as simple as using iSportsman to notify when shooting at
night. If not our own regulation it might have weird appendages and we may have to oppose it. Not talking
about spotlighting, but night vision or thermal imaging, which is technology that is not going away, and
eventually will have to make it available. Secretary Loveless – Discussed in the department, follow up
conversations from a few meetings ago, based on our understanding of what other states are doing and uses
of technology. We make our best decisions when we have a well-thought-out process that includes input
from the public, other states and technology experts and our staff; we need to evaluate this and start the
process, which will take some time. In the interim, Chris, can we do anything in the meantime? Tymeson –
On the nuisance animal damage permit we could allow as special condition. Berning – How would be go
about applying for that permit? Jake George – Make request when you send in nuisance animal damage
permit application. Secretary Loveless – We have the flexibility to use judgment and allow that and then if
we can start the process to do full evaluation with your input. Not first state to talk about this, have benefit of
others’ experience to look at and figure out best steps for Kansas. Worried about misuse, one boundary we
talked about was restrict this equipment to outside of deer season, so it becomes a non-issue. Do you have
experience with that? Berning – In Texas open year-round; they have some of the strictest deer hunting laws
because of leasing. Landowners self-regulate, they catch you shooting a deer you are going to jail. Poachers
are poachers and they are probably using technology to do what they do and you changing laws, or laws in
place, will not stop them. We need to make public more aware to self-regulate here and inform law
enforcement when they see something going on. Chairman Lauber – Having restriction of not allowing in
firearm deer season would not be considered unreasonable. We are appointed not elected and it takes us six
months or more to put a regulation out; need public comment, so we can get started now on this process.
Asst. Secretary Miller – Started discussions internally, especially in wildlife division, need more discussions
on law enforcement side. Chairman Lauber – Start discussion at next meeting to possibly be in effect next
year. Secretary Loveless – We like that idea.
Keith Houghton – Nice to see progress being made. Our family and staff just completed 35 years of
operating Ringneck Ranch controlled shooting area near Tipton. I would like to provide an opportunity for
commissioners to get exposure to that facet, don’t feel a lot of you have been around those operations. I have
been Kansas Sporthunting Association officer since its inception in 1991, an organization that represents
game bird producers, controlled shooting area operators and supporting industry that goes along with that.
Lucille Heller, Mitchell County travel and tourism was going to be here but could not come. Would like to
invite commission to see the operation, we have worked to set ourselves apart from what has been known as
suburban preserves, our endeavor to expose commissioners to these operations could be rewarding for
everyone involved. This would be in Mitchell County, Beloit. Secretary Loveless – Never been there but
impressive operation, heard about it for years; when Tourism did survey of most well-visited outdoor venues
in the state, they came in number one. Appreciate invitation.
VI.

DEPARTMENT REPORT

A. Secretary’s Remarks
1. Agency and State Status Report – Brad Loveless, Secretary, presented this update to the
Commission – Finished submitting 2021 budget, Department of Budget reviewed our budget and made their
budget, the only adjustment was supplemental for Law Enforcement to move from KPERS to KP&F, which
Chris will talk about later; they removed it as it needs legislative approval. EDIF apportionment the same,
just over $5 million. Wildlife, parks and tourism will hold budget static, barring need for supplemental
money for flooding repairs. There was a committee established that included me to get input from state and
federal agencies about effects of prolonged flooding, Linda Lanterman presented on behalf of parks and
Colonel Ott on behalf of Law Enforcement. The message we sent was, we are continuing to monitor cost and
impact to revenues as well as impact to maintenance, as water goes down and we are able to evaluate what
needs repaired. It is an ongoing process. We are not giving out a number yet because it's not final. We still
have high lake levels and significant costs we can’t evaluate around road conditions, working with KDOT on
parking areas and roads to help us understand what didn’t survive; can’t just look visually, have to have a
more sophisticated analysis to see what has to be removed and replaced. That is a lot of money, so still in that
process. May need to give the legislature a number sometime in the future, which will be our best estimate.
Park Fee Funds (PFF) are down nine percent from 2018, big hit in June. Since then parks have done
remarkably well, numerous stories of how aggressive our folks were at getting out, removing debris and
opening up sites and cabins as soon as possible; remarkable how little impact on revenues since big hit in
June. Proud of work done in parks division. Overall cash balance in PFF is down $1.5 million. Cabin revenue
was down 60 percent, which was weather related. Wildlife Fee Fund (WFF) up 1.3 percent compared to last
year, balance $14.7 million, a little higher than October last year. Status of federal funds, Steve Adams
indicated Pitman Robertson (PR) fund expected to be down 15 percent as a result of lower sales in
ammunition, guns and those types of things. Dingle Johnson (DJ) expected to be up three percent. Don’t
expect changes until after first of next year. Chairman Lauber – Our people got out as soon as they could, we
still have damage that we don’t know about in Kansas with two reservoirs still not able to have public access
in those areas. Hats off to our staff. Commissioner Sporer – What are water levels from Bureau or Corps?
Secretary Loveless – Linda, please update them on that. Challenge is what is going on downstream and we
continue to struggle with that. Linda Lanterman – Still high at main reservoirs, Tuttle, Milford, and down the
line to Clinton, Perry and Hillsdale. Waverly Missouri is the town they use as gauge; still high for a while,
still letting water out but concern is when we are not below the flood pool that reservoirs were designed for
and this spring we could have more rain and could still be flooded. They are letting it down and the Corps of
Engineers is managing it the best they can. Cheney area is still saturated, it is wet, and people are still using
their sump pumps in their houses. Trying to figure out a solution for that. Still high. Didn’t notice in August
and September, because our visitation was down overall but people came back, and revenue still looks pretty
good. The cost will come from repairs. Chairman Lauber – The Corps has used Waverly, Missouri as their
biggest concern. Is that a confluence of two rivers or just an add place where we just happen to flow in there?
Lanterman – It starts at the north part of the United States and comes down and we just happen to flow into
that part of the Missouri River. Chairman Lauber – We usually worry about us and not who is downstream.
Lanterman – I get it because it was devastating. This was the worst flood ever in Kansas and the most
widespread. Secretary Loveless – We have had conversations directly with the colonel over the Kansas City
district of Corps of Engineers. One of the questions I asked was about Waverly. All summer long we heard
they couldn’t go above a certain level, then in the fall they allowed themselves to go up higher and we
released more water to do that. I asked if that meant fields in Waverly Missouri were flooding and they said
no, but what it did was remove their margin, so greater risk of flooding in that area; it is just a bench mark. If
anyone questions Corps desire to get rid of water faster, you don’t need to, they are scared to death about
being ready for next spring. The only thing worse than floods like this is two flood years in a row. They are
working as aggressively as they can to get rid of water in reservoirs to prepare for next year. Lanterman –
Missouri and Arkansas flooded too, not just Kansas.
2. 2020 Legislature – Chris Tymeson, chief legal counsel, presented this update to the Commission –
Second year of two-year cycle starting in January. Six bills on website last year, anticipate we will work on
three plus one other this year. SB 49, cabin pricing, dynamic pricing for cabins and camp sites, passed
Senate, passed out of House committee and when it got to House floor was routed to appropriations, which

bottled it up; need to figure out strategy going forward. SB 50 , fee caps, many of our fees are capped in
statute and you set fees by regulation; bill is sitting where introduced in Senate Natural Resources. HB 2099,
which Secretary referenced, Kansas Police and Fire (KP&F) and law enforcement officers in three divisions
moving into that retirement program. Had a hearing, moved out of committee and did not make it above the
line, which meant it was killed so we will have to reintroduce it. There was an interim committee hearing last
week. Secretary Loveless – We sought advice on how to strategize differently and be successful this year.
One input was, have the Governor put it in her budget, that wasn’t hard to do, she agreed and that made her
support clear. We got more active and visible on this, I went in front of that committee and presented this last
Monday, optimistic as there were no critical questions about it. Other entities who also want their personnel
in this retirement program, but they were both asking for general fund money and all of the people they were
asking to include were not necessarily law enforcement. All of our folks are certified law enforcement across
the state, and we were providing the money for them to be in there. With Governor’s support and clear
message from the agency, we are optimistic. Tymeson –Also, looking at land transaction in Kingman, as
soon as we get the details that will be our other initiative. There were three other bills, deer transferable that
got gutted and became something else as it passed through the House; HB 2397, dangerous regulated animals
that did not get a hearing, we have regulations related to that, caging requirements and such; and HB 2062
that dealt with rail trails. The last thing I heard, which has been brought up already, thermal imaging related
to feral swine in Missouri; they are in in process of authorizing use on private lands, hunting feral swine on
public land is prohibited; we are ahead of that curve in Kansas on feral swine but that brought forth predators
and thermal imaging. Hopefully action we are proposing and discussing to take will stave that off. Chairman
Lauber – Dangerous wildlife, is that part of Captive Wildlife Safety Act several years ago? Tymeson – Yes,
it goes back to 2005 and 2006 when the legislature passed those provisions in only a few days and we
subsequently had to enact regulations. This would modify that to add primates and wolves. Wolves is
difficult topic with delineation of DNA and what is actually a true wolf versus a hybrid and other
complications. Chairman Lauber – It would add primates and wolves to regulated animals. Tymeson – Yes.
B. General Discussion
1. Recovering America’s Wildlife Act – Daren Riedel, wildlife diversity coordinator, presented this
update to the Commission (Exhibit D). In 2016 a blue-ribbon panel was put together on sustaining America’s
wildlife resources and they were tasked to put together recommendations to build mechanisms to fund
conservation for all fish and wildlife. Their first recommendation was that Congress dedicate up to $1.3
billion annually in existing revenue from the Treasury to the wildlife conservation and restoration program.
On October 20, 2016, I presented to this commission and we had a similar resolution that the commission
supported, findings of the Blue Ribbon Panel. Since then a bill has been developed, Recovering America’s
Wildlife Act, introduced into Congress in July of this year as a bipartisan bill introduced by Representatives
Debbie Dingell (D-MI), and Jeff Fortenberry (R-NE). Since introduction it has gained 151 total sponsors
including Roger Marshall from Kansas. Under this bill, HR 3742, it will provide $1.397 billion to be
allocated annually to states, tribes and territories. This allocation would equal roughly $19 million annually
for Kansas as a sub-account under the Pittman-Robertson (PR) Act. These funds would be for
implementation of our state wildlife action plans; these are legislatively mandated plans that all state wildlife
agencies have to have to promote proactive conservation to preclude federal listing of species through habitat
improvement, research, monitoring and other things we do now. This is currently funded under the state
wildlife grant program; our annual appropriation is roughly $700,000. This would be a huge increase in
funding. I mentioned the State Wildlife Action Plan, I gave you a copy (Exhibit E). There are some
additional activities that would be supported under this bill: a minimum of 10 percent of funds to go to
recovery of current species listed as T&E under federally Endangered Species Act; up to 15 percent of fund
can be spent on wildlife-related education and recreation activities including nature center programs, trails,
community-based programs; and there is also a law enforcement component where funds can be used for law
enforcement activities directly related to Kansas State Wildlife Action Plan. In support of this bill and
working within the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies’ campaign for Recovering America’s Wildlife
Act, states are being asked to revisit and update resolutions in support. I have presented a resolution (Exhibit
F) and if you approve, Chairman Gerald Lauber would sign and then Secretary Loveless. Chairman Lauber –
A good idea and I support it. Can we provide a resolution without public hearing? Commissioners read this

and before the meeting is over we could handle it by voice vote? Tymeson – Just a consensus is needed.
Chairman Lauber – Ready to sign? Commissioner Gfeller – Out of $1.4 billion, Kansas gets $19 million
annually, how is that allocation derived? Riedel – It is part population, part land area, similar to PR funds.
Chairman Lauber – Does staff recommend this? Secretary Loveless – Yes. Chairman Lauber – Any
objections? Commissioner Gfeller – The resolution just encourages support. Secretary Loveless – The
Governor also has a letter we are asking her to sign to send to our delegation. Chairman Lauber – I will sign
and give to Brad to sign.
2. Little Jerusalem Grand Opening Update – Linda Lanterman, Parks Division director, presented
this regulation to the Commission (PP - Exhibit G). Nice job Daren, $19 million. Our team worked tirelessly
to get that open, a great job. Have a lot of west region folks here: Luke and Wes from Prairie Dog, Alex from
Meade, Phil, Sarah Kay, Greg and Steve, you are awesome. Nadia thank you, we had most impressions of a
state park ever, social media wise and Jason Dickson thank you for help on getting information out on Little
Jerusalem. Greg will talk about grand opening.
Greg Mills – Little Jerusalem Badlands State Park is located 23 miles south of Oakley or 21 miles north of
Scott City, go to Gold Road, 2 ½ miles west, and north on 400. Little Jerusalem is owned by The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) and part of Smoky Valley Ranch; agency signed a 20-year agreement to manage as a
state park. It is a Niobrara chalk formation deposited between 82- to 87-million years ago during late
Cretaceous Period and was part of western interior seaway. It is rich in fossils with the majority being clams,
oysters and squid. It is 330 acres with two hiking trails, a 1,200-foot interpretive trail and a 3,700-foot singletrack trail, a large parking area with a turn-around, a modern restroom, automated cantilever gate, which
opens at sunrise and closes at sunset and a ramada with interpretive signing. On May 8, 2018 it became a
state park. The first thing we did was have the Kansas Travel Guide have a photo shoot, took about 3,000
photos. Not everyone gets to build a state park from the beginning. First thing we did, Steve Seibel deserves
credit for this, we went out with story board and shot elevation and we set stakes. West Star Energy Green
Team and Secretary Loveless assisted us in setting all of the limestone posts to cow-proof the parking lot,
starting last October. Westar helped install two self-closing pedestrian gates and cattle guards. TNC hired a
contractor out of Colorado to install single-track trail. Built parking lot, brought in blue shale and asphalt on
top of asphalt millings; shout out to KDOT, they brought out a packer/roller to help. Our staff built 1,200foot interpretive trail, removed dirt and laid down rock; at end of trail is over-look to look at formations.
Concrete work and parking areas completed. Invited to go to the Capitol for Trails Appreciation Day and
were inundated with questions about Little Jerusalem. Met out there with local emergency personnel to tour
property in case there ever is an emergency so they would know the layout. Built ramada and bathroom base
and set bathroom with a crane. We had one chance to drill a water well for bathroom, unfortunately we had
water for about 15 seconds, and it went away, we did get with local landowner and have tapped into his line;
opening day we ran out of water pressure so unfortunately we had to close the bathroom down that evening.
Installed 12 interpretive sign panels along the trail. Built directional sign at Gold Road and 400 to direct
traffic in, Sarah Kay routered that by hand; installed cantilevered gate and built block wall wrapped with
stone veneer for the sign; poured cap for the block wall in the shop and placed on top. Put up sign day before
the grand opening. The entrance sign is phenomenal and sits on a concrete slab; our guest book was three big
hunks of limestone for people to carve their name into to get it out of their system; Governor Kelly attended
grand opening and signed the guest book. Ramada was delivered last week, built in Ellis and was five pieces,
it was brought out and put together on site, added a couple of benches. We had about 25 tours on opening
day; Sarah, do you know how many tours total? Sarah Kay – Through October we have done 20 more tours
since opening day. Greg – Expected this to be a popular park, but not this popular, a lot of traffic and self-pay
iron ranger has been packed. Commissioner Sporer – Does it take a park permit to get in? Mills – Yes.
Commissioner Sporer – Problem with people coming off the highway to visit? Mills – Have a self-pay
station at the entrance, there is always a couple of people who try to take a chance, the same at every state
park; have had good compliance. We did have a vehicle get broken into one day, had window smashed and
wallet stolen; looking into cameras. Asst. Secretary Miller – The two trails you showed are open for people
to walk and it is the interior where you get a guided tour? Mills – Yes. Working on schedule for summer
guided tours, busiest times will be weekends; right now, tours on Tuesdays, thinking about switching to
Fridays off season so people can still come out. We get 20 phone calls a day, phone is crazy with people
calling about this place. Secretary Loveless – When we were building a fence, someone told us to turn

limestone so that fossils pointed towards the parking lot. Got a compliment about that on opening day. Detail
is amazing. People in parks are electricians, construction managers and do all sorts of stuff, and I had no idea
before I took this position; they contract out some, but it is amazing the amount of work they do themselves
to save the state money; very impressive. Commissioner Sill – Heard feedback from the family that donated
the property and are they pleased and satisfied with what they have seen and how it is being handled?
Lanterman – They were there and couldn’t have been prouder, and we let them speak; they are part of it, and
we expect them to be part of it. It was an agency effort, the new Secretary let us continue to do the work and
didn’t pressure us to open too soon and we appreciate that. Tourism and everybody helped us get this open.
3. Scott Riffle Beetle – Jordan Hofmeier, environmental services biologist, presented this update to
the Commission (PP - Exhibit H). Start with conservation history of the species: It was first discovered in
1978, after being described as a new species it was listed as state threatened. In 1980s, Dr. Leonard
Ferrington did a population study to get a handle on population. In 1990, Kansas Biological Survey did a
distributional survey looking for other locations; at the time Scott State Park was the only place we knew the
species occurred; surveyed sites and springs in other states, found close relatives, but only place this exists is
in a small area in Scott State Park. Species was up-listed to state endangered because it is an isolated species.
Recovery plan was developed in 2002. Species was most recently listed for federal listing, and because life
history is largely unstudied we did more surveys; following surveys, as part of listing procedure, a species
status assessment (SSA) was done by USFWS. They came out with their listing decision this year and we
haven’t heard what that is yet. The only place the Scott riffle beetle occurs is in a small spring in Scott State
Park, a unique area in western Kansas and has remained stable for the beetle. The SSA process looks at
species’ current conditions; what resources and threats are and does forecasting, and based on plausible
scenarios, looks at potential future conditions. One part is identifying threats, one was non-native species,
shocked fish below the habitat that were non-native including a giant goldfish. Fish can’t access the area
where beetles are so not much of a concern but keeping an eye on that. Habitat degradation and people
getting into the spring could affect the beetle; there are signs up to tell people not to do that and park staff
drive past this area 30 times a day, so not much concern. Ground water quality, since they rely on water from
the spring there is the potential dewatering of Ogallala aquifer is a concern. Photos compare the spring in
1947 compared to 2016; concrete has been broken out, habitat has changed but species still exists there.
Ogallala aquifer has been heavily used, fortunate where Scott State Park sits, there is a geological feature,
Scott County trough, an area of deeper aquifer that is less utilized and has better ground water resource.
Another threat was potential for drought and if it affected the species, looked at our study compared to 1980;
species experienced a number of droughts, but spring habitat has been stable for the species. We compared
our data to 1980 data and found that population numbers statistically insignificant, showing population has
remained stable. We looked at what conservation actions can we complete to make more resilient. Installed
remote water quality monitoring station, it is solar powered, takes a sample every hour, operates all year long
and we can pull up water quality data 180 miles away in Pratt, which lets us know what is going on in the
spring and lets us know what is going on in the habitat. We look at a number of different things, from
dissolved oxygen to nitrates. The species is thriving. USFWS news release based on their listing decision,
basically they decided not to list based on stability over time and our department’s efforts to take care of
species. Good affirmation of species resiliency and ability of department to manage the species at the state
level. Credit to parks staff who have been managing the habitat. Working with Greg to establish a
management plan, mostly things he is already doing, just getting it in writing for future staff. There are trees
growing up in spring area that are drawing water. Still on our list and will keep eye on it for foreseeable
future. Chairman Lauber – When this was petitioned for listing, who was petitioner? Hofmeier – Wild Earth
Guardians; part of giant petition. Chairman Lauber – Pleased it turned out that way. In 1978, how did this
come up? Hofmeier – Story goes that there was a class out there for a field trip, an Entomology field trip,
who collected specimens and took them back, I think to OU. David White was the guy who described it, a
leading expert in riffle beetles, noticed it was different species. Greg Graff – (did not come to mic, not clear
on comments) Do you monitor the surface water; have four to six monitors just upstream from this, if we see
something we place it on the GMB website. Hofmeier – We have pressure transducer to monitor surface
water. Graff – On our radar too, managing better, match data and get aquifer sustainable. Aware of what we
are doing at GMB. Let us know if something we can do to address it.

Break
4. Duck Hunting Zone Boundaries – Tom Bidrowski, migratory gamebird program manager,
presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit I). Every five years the USFWS opens the frameworks
for duck zone guidelines. Changes for the 2021/2022 season, must be submitted by May 1, 2020. Zoning is
simply the establishment of independent seasons in two or more areas within a state for the purpose of
providing equitable distribution of harvest opportunities. Zoning enhances state’s ability to match season
dates with available habitat types, migration chronology, and season preferences of duck hunters in specific
areas. Guidelines and zone options are listed in briefing item. Zoning only applies to Kansas low plains zone.
The high plains unit in western third of Kansas boundaries is not part of this process. Zones have to be
contiguous and zone split configurations must conform to one of the options listed. Since 1972, Kansas
waterfowl seasons have had zones or splits with late zone being added in 1996 and southeast zone in 2011.
Zones and splits are partly based off hunter preference and the department integrates hunter feedback in
decision making process. Six public meetings were held in August to garner waterfowl hunter input and we
are currently conducting a survey of Kansas waterfowl hunters. Although zone boundaries are in place for
five years, season dates and bag limits may be adjusted annually. If no changes are adopted the zones will
remain the same as they have been since 2016. Commissioner Sporer – Was there a federal meeting you went
to? Bidrowski – In October the USFWS Regulatory Committee (SRC) met and they are the ones who review
the state or Flyway recommendations for frameworks. SRC developed overall federal frameworks, which are
then refined by the USFWS Secretary, and we can develop our seasons from those frameworks.
Commissioner Sporer – Did they have any changes? Bidrowski – Regarding zone splits there was a threeFlyway recommendation to do away with continuous boundary requirement and three segments, but the
USFWS chose not to. Commissioner Sporer – Why? Bidrowski – One is complexity of regulations, even
though zone boundaries are already complex, part of that and how it would monitor changes in distribution or
hunter participation in the process. Commissioner Sporer – One of the issues I have with zoning is the early
zone where you have to track clear up to Jamestown. Do you see any way of being able to surround
Jamestown, you have to get McPherson, the Bottoms and Texas Lake and some of them and then zone goes
clear up to Jamestown; what that does, between 183 and 281 highways is gets people in trouble with hunting
day. Bidrowski – We did make that carve out in 2015 to allow Cedar Bluff. Kansas presented to the Central
Flyway and petitioned other Flyways to make that recommendation, mostly because of Jamestown. The
Pacific Flyway gave good argument for their mountainous areas and valleys, basically setting a season based
off of habitat type, not off what a state wants. Chairman Lauber – You were saying it was suggested that,
lack of necessity of being contiguous was presented and the USFWS said no. Bidrowski – Correct. Chairman
Lauber – I could see if we could have Jamestown as a separate zone it would make it easier. The
recommendation you are going to have is no changes and we will have the same boundaries for another five
years? Bidrowski – We’re still in the decision-making process with ongoing survey that will be completed in
December. That is what we will use to develop our regulations. During our public feedback from meetings
we did not hear a large call for zone boundary changes. Commissioner Sporer – At public meetings people
were talking about later season dates? Bidrowski – No, but for a number of years there is a contingent of
hunters preferring late season dates. The January 31 is another indicator that there will probably be a lot of
hunters wanting later dates and we are looking at options to accommodate that. Commissioner Sporer –
Wanted to move a week ahead on starting date for low plains late season. I mentioned that and carry through
the holidays, complained about not being able to hunt January 1 through those holidays. My point is in
current Wildlife and Parks summary of reports of duck counts, November 12 Cedar Bluff season opened,
October 26 there were 7,000 ducks at Cedar Bluff, 10,000 at Glen Elder, Jamestown had 3,000, Lovewell
had 6,000. Would you agree that those counts will be significantly higher in later December and January?
Bidrowski – Depending on the area. We have had two freezes this year on wildlife areas, but that doesn’t
affect large reservoirs but does affect smaller areas particularly for dabbling duck species. Commissioner
Sporer – If you look at south central Kansas, the current report, Cheyenne Bottoms on November 14 had less
than 2,000 ducks. Bidrowski – They had two inches of ice. Commissioner Sporer – Isabel 150 ducks, Texas
Lake had none. Bidrowski – Again, under ice. Commissioner Sporer – I would like to revisit those counts in
December and January and show there are more waterfowl in Kansas at later dates. Bidrowski – Depends on
type of hunting you are doing. Commissioner Sporer – It is something that is a trend. If we could get the feds
to give us 10 more days, that would solve our problems and we could probably do away with the zones.

Bidrowski – One of options they are looking at with mid-continent mallard adaptive harvest management
plan. Other species like pintails, wood ducks, scaups and restrictions that are impacted when you start adding
days. Commissioner Sporer – Was there any talk at this meeting of adding more days? Bidrowski – Yes,
looped to adaptive harvest management.
5. Webless Migratory Bird Regulations – Richard Schultheis, migratory game bird biologist,
presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit J). One pending change to federal frameworks for
2020/21 season; an extension of later season dates for rail season to January 31, similar to what we have seen
for duck seasons. However, that change is not likely to affect permanent regulations or statutes for rail
season, we close before that in early November. One regulation staff is considering changes to, 115-25-20,
pertaining to sandhill crane hunting and seasons in Kansas. Federal frameworks allow different zones, so we
could work area open to crane hunting into different zones and add different season dates within those zones,
which we are considering for upcoming season. Recommendations from staff will be presented at January
commission meeting. Table provided at end of briefing book item summarizes bag and possession limits and
season dates. Chairman Lauber – Do we count webless migratory birds? Schultheis – Sandhill cranes, but not
on a regular basis for the majority of others, but we could do estimates for mourning doves. Difficult to do
Virginia rail survey. Chairman Lauber – When I used to hunt a lot of quail we would see a lot of woodcocks,
but don’t see woodcocks now and don’t know if there is any way to see if there are more or less of them.
Schultheis – Most of the information for a lot of these species and monitoring programs, birds that migrate,
every species the USFWS places recommendations on. For example, woodcock has to do with breeding
colony survey and that occurs in northern states; similar to waterfowl, population estimates are done on
breeding grounds. Part of the issue is we don’t have breeding populations in Kansas compared to northern
states.
C. Workshop Session
1. Big Game Regulations – Levi Jaster, big game biologist, presented this regulation to the
Commission (Exhibit K). KAR 115-4-2, general provisions; discussing carcass movement restriction for big
game carcasses. Put into recommendation to allow cleaned antlers and clean antlers attached to skull plate,
hide without meat or skull attached, finished taxidermy mounts or boned out meat or quartered carcasses
without the head and spinal column. Also allowing tissues needed for disease sampling. Looked at other
states that have detected CWD (chronic wasting disease) (Exhibit L – PP slides), to make comparisons.
Oklahoma has not set any regulations specific to this, they do have a no dumping carcasses regulation, but
that relates to water sources and human inhabited dwellings. Nebraska also has nothing in regulation, but
they do recommend following Best Management Practices (BMPs) of leaving head and spine or deboning
entirely. Colorado has the same thing. Missouri has regulations about movement within and importing
carcasses within the state, it follows what we have in ours, as far as deboned meat, quarters without spine and
head, antlers, antlers attached to skull plate, finished taxidermy and they do have some exceptions, if carcass
is being taken to a licensed taxidermist or processor; and exception for head with cape attached going
directly to taxidermists and processors. Arkansas has similar rules within their CWD zones and deer coming
into state, no exceptions for taxidermists and processors. Wyoming – Includes regulations doing the same
thing, could take whole carcass provided you remove the spinal column at site of the kill or take to a landfill,
deboned meat, cleaned hide BMPs. They also include a regulation that you can’t actually take animals
outside the state. North Dakota has similar within state and importing, and they allow exception for carcasses
going through the state, so a hunter that has killed an animal outside the state passing through the state to
another state, can take whole carcasses through, as long as no part is left. Texas has zones and for importing
animals, those same BMP mentioned before although they have a head waiver form that hunter has to
register that it is going to a taxidermist. Commissioner Gfeller – States with regulations, are they recent
regulations or been around a long time? Jaster – Some have been around for a few years and some are going
to be in place for this upcoming season. Commissioner Gfeller – The ones that have been around for a while,
have they noticed impact on CWD? Jaster – Hard to see, don’t show much positive but sure see negative
when we don’t have regulations. The majority of hunters are willing to comply, but some folks ignore
regulations. We had an incident where a deer left Kansas and went to Ohio even though they had
implemented their ban and it was well-publicized. It is to curb the ones that will comply. Chairman Lauber –

Missouri and Minnesota are going into effect now. Two things different about them, the restrictions occur
within CWD management zones. In our case, that would be counties with a previous positive test, not
statewide and that is a big difference. Jaster – It is within their zones, but they are small and in many cases
smaller than our units. Their zones are staggered around the state where they have detected it. Most states are
following BMPs; in Dakotas you can move carcasses within zones adjacent to each other. Illinois only has a
ban on importing carcasses. Iowa only has a ban on importing. Ohio is one of the states that has not yet
detected it, so they are only looking at importing. Minnesota allows within the zones. Wisconsin allows
carcasses to go directly to taxidermists or processors, but you have to register to do that. Michigan allows
carcasses within the zones and can register ahead to go outside those. Mississippi doesn’t allow any
exceptions. New Mexico only within their state. Montana is also within, but regulations say no brain or
spinal cord tissue can be possessed. Tennessee has within zones, go from low risk zone into high risk zone,
but not from high risk zone out. Virginia and West Virginia import only. Similar across the states with a few
differences within them. Not in recommendation listed in the briefing book, but we would like to consider
changing proof of sex regulation to allow for quartering carcasses without having to do photo check by
maintaining part of the hide attached to quarter that has genitalia on it. That would allow hunters to do this on
a voluntary basis. We have not received input expected from this potential change. Opportunity, in
discussions with counterparts outside the state, to align state to state to follow regulations from state to state
to make easier for hunters to handle. We would not recommend carcass restriction at this time, we will take
more time to investigate it. Putting together a task force to bring in processors and taxidermists to gather
more input. This gives us more time to solve the issue of the European mounts and in looking through other
state regulations, most of them have not had an adequate solution to that either. Chairman Lauber – Is
regulation in briefing book the current recommendation or backed off? Jaster – A little bit, last paragraph that
talks about proof of sex, that is what we are moving forward with. Chairman Lauber – What about carcass
movement, is that not in recommendation at this time? Jaster – At this time we want to step back so we can
gather better evidence and look at that. Chairman Lauber – I have talked to a couple of processors, all who
want to help CWD problem, but ask for scientific explanation and no one can give much. Not ready for
heavy restrictions on carcass movement outside of CWD zones. The reason you are not getting input is
people don’t know this is happening. Jaster – That is another reason, to get the more publicized. Chairman
Lauber –The legislature will understand it. If we were to work with locker plants that deal with deer I think
we can get compliance. Missouri has language that if you are in a designated zone there is a designated
landfill. I asked a meat processor if he knew where his designated landfill was, and he had no idea. National
by-products charge them a fee. Wyoming will put in roll off containers out for people. If we can figure out a
way to help people, but we would have to be involved, if no carcass movement. Jaster – That gives us more
time, but we have started discussions and that is what is important. Chairman Lauber – Continue discussions
because this won’t go away. Jaster – Some states have exceptions for animals going to taxidermists or
processors, but most of those states their state agency regulates those. We could look at potentially some way
to assist with that. A lot of those states it has to go to a landfill or renderer too. Chairman Lauber – Go to
renderer now, but they don’t want potential of CWD in by-product. When I take a deer in they require you
sign this has not been tested, that is only place meat processors have. I estimate we have 35,000 to 40,000
deer processed professionally each year out of 80,000. They want to work with them, and we don’t want to
push them out of business. Jaster – Many of those folks have different requirements; some require no spine,
want quartered or deboned meat only. Chairman Lauber – I believe you, but I don’t know of anyone who
won’t take whole carcass. Commissioner Sporer – Any updates on test methods, getting more accurate or
quicker? Jaster – Nothing right now. There are a few different groups talking about working on quicker tests.
Current timeframe in Kansas, including shipping, turned around in two weeks from K-State diagnostic lab.
Commissioner Sporer – I have problem with whole concept, definition of clean skull and making regulations
and putting law enforcement in charge, a huge mistake to put LE in charge of somebody who may move a
carcass a mile or two outside the boundaries. I think education is best way to go, maybe go back to check
stations, more accurate testing and get publications out, and get people thinking about it. Problem for state,
for industry and law enforcement. Understand we need to do something. Commissioner Gfeller – How many
cases of CWD verified annually? Jaster – About 400 since we started testing. Commissioner Gfeller – Since
when? Seeing more signs of it? Jaster – Since 2005. Not easy to go with what is detected annually because
we have changed our disease zones, so for instance in northwest zone where it started, we are going to get a
lot more detections. Commissioner Gfeller – Trying to gauge sense of urgency. Jaster – Slow moving

provided we don’t help it. Chairman Lauber – Are we doing more testing? Jaster – Trying to. Most of what
we get outside of number we need to conduct our prevalence analysis, private submission stuff; in
discussions on research project to get better handle on CWD as far as more detailed sampling and collecting
more. Commissioner Gfeller – Deer hunters I have talked to believe CWD is serious problem and they are
willing to do whatever it takes. It would be nice if we could see from other states that they are beginning to
get a handle on it to stop the spread and getting control; where they have the regulations so we can have a
relationship between regulations. Jaster – In middle of human dimensions survey where we are questioning
those agencies about what they have done, whether or not they have measured, how regulations have
impacted what is going on and that is in the process. Chairman Lauber – They don’t know, like Minnesota
and Missouri it hasn’t even taken effect in their states yet. Letting areas with positive tests bear the brunt
while other people can see it and go to great lengths to not have it show up in their states. Secretary Loveless
– Point is, trying to avoid the jumping, this will leapfrog, it takes one carcass to leapfrog and then the whole
picture in Kansas changes. Keep it at slow expansion that would be success. To Commissioner Gfeller’s
question, can you give numbers; can you give percentages of deer that are affected as you look at zone out
west? Jaster – In core zone, looking at 15- to 20-percent, potentially 30 percent prevalence rate. From limited
info the last couple of years; back in there for first time from five years ago, sampling this year so will have
better idea with more data; expect to see that increase this year since it has been five years. There was a
recent study that shows if we can keep prevalence rates below 10 percent, then our deer herd can maintain at
least stability, if not still be able to increase, but if above that they start seeing some pretty good population
declines. Chairman Lauber – Are we seeing those declines in those areas as high as 25 percent yet? Jaster –
Up in those areas there is some decline over last few years but has been thankfully slow. In year where we do
population sampling spotlight surveys. Chairman Lauber – Any indication deer can test positive and not die
from it? Jaster – Yes, in fact, usually what happens is they don’t die from CWD, but it puts them in such a
poor body condition that they will die from pneumonia or some other infection. Chairman Lauber – Can they
be a carrier? Jaster – A normal deer can carry it for 12-18 months and without displaying any outward
symptoms until the last couple of months of life. Chairman Lauber – There are a variety of diseases where
cattle are carriers but never really transmit it or have any externalized symptoms. Do we know whether deer
can do that? Twenty-five percent seems high and it seems like after a few years, with 25 percent of herd
dying annually and hunting pressure, you would really begin to drop numbers. Jaster – Hunting removes a lot
of positive animals. One of the recommendations is to move hunting seasons later. Most states are talking
about moving hunting seasons, they are talking about November and our rifle season is already in December.
A lot of animals that may have been recently infected are removed because they may be more vulnerable and
maybe not as aware as healthy deer potentially. Some animals will die sooner, with being able to live through
18 months they can get through a whole breeding cycle and have fawns. Chairman Lauber – Can you pass
disease on from doe to fawn? Jaster – Yes. Commissioner Sporer – You mentioned you were testing in
northwest Kansas, what is testing method? Jaster – We use retropharyngeal lymph node in the neck behind
the skull or obex, which is the brain stem; taken out and put in jar of formalin and our samples go to Kansas
State Vet Lab. If a hunter wants to do that they can do a private submission, get on K-State vet lab website or
call them and get a kit sent to them. In the zone where we are there are certain taxidermists listed in our
regulation summary that are cooperating and collecting samples for us or contact our staff for assistance to
get that done, if within the zone, before we reach our 450-sample-limit we will cover that. Commissioner
Sporer – Are you going into locker plants? Where are you getting deer? Jaster – Mostly it is being done
through taxidermists and our staff in the field, there are a few locker plants that do it themselves too.
Commissioner Sporer – Would a conservation officer be able to do it? Jaster – Yes. Commissioner Sill –
Carcass management is one piece of this. Are we just taking one piece at a time or is there a more
comprehensive plan to deal with the reduction in concentrations? Jaster – Building a more complex plan, but
this is the first step in process. There will other things that can be implemented quickly but getting into
consideration for short distance movement you have to consider leapfrog long distance movement first.
Chairman Lauber – Lauren has a good point, issues of feeding, baiting, captive cervids; probably carcass
movement human assistance is biggest way to get it to jump around. Other things out there that have additive
effect. Commissioner Sill – In August while out birdwatching at Rocky Mountain arsenal and I couldn’t tell
you how many mule deer we saw that were not normal, CWD infected, that visual struck home to me. I am
avid deer hunter and passionate enough to figure out way to make it happen, but reality was in October, we
had two deer down on the ground I started thinking, what if I had to do that. I took them to a processor in

Pratt County in Unit 16; while I was there I mentioned regulation and possible restriction of movement,
asked what would happen for them in their business, in Unit 16, corner of Unit 15 is 100 yards down the
road, they said their business would be cut in half and they couldn’t stay in business. Proposal to throw out of
conversation at least, appreciate idea of task force, but have to get public buy in and support and avoid some
of the potential irritation of legislators. If we make drastic moves there is potential of legislative reaction that
lacks solid biology and solid sociology, a worse problem. My thoughts on one place to start, is start large
collaborative group including meat processors, taxidermists, KDHE, NGOs like KHFH, Department of Ag, a
legislator, hunters, outfitters, department representative, federal agencies like USFWS because of federal
refuges. If you have isolated populations, evidence of CWD goes up. Questions to Mr. Secretary. Is that not a
reasonable way to find collaboration and consensus on best approaches and get public education going and
buy-in so we have a large process and not just hitting this piecemeal? Secretary Loveless – Great thought
because we know we make better decisions when we include stakeholders but would caution if organizing a
group of that size; what I would do is recommend, doing some of that outreach already, whether sitting in
same room or not, like getting all of meat processors together at one time to develop a consensus, or
whatever we do. You make a great point, we need to be intentional in getting their input, informing them
fully while pursuing these things based on the best science and experience from other states. Reach out to
those folks and be intentional about it. How we format that we would have to talk about that and how we
could be most efficient but end result in getting input from critical stakeholders is important and a great idea.
Chairman Lauber – Happy backing off this carcass movement for now, if that was coming to us for a vote
I’m not sure we would have been successful at getting it through. This administration and previous
administration have a keen focus on rural economic development; meat packer or processing plants could
have $75,000 cash injection during firearm deer season; salaries, a boost for locker plants and if that goes
away we are going to have to explain why we didn’t think about that. I wish we had done something earlier,
which is why we are scrambling trying to get something done now. Commissioner Gfeller – Sense of
urgency, if we let disease get out of hand it will damage hunting experience and economic viability of the
process. We need to move forward with some speed but do something we can pass. If processor is largest
component to the problem, why not have movement zones around the processors? Jaster – That is something
we are looking at; if zones are set up in the best way. What had been proposed was to mitigate having to
change zones each year as the disease moves. Using zones is what hunters are familiar with as far as
boundaries for units, so to work within that they don’t have to learn a different line they can or can’t cross.
Chairman Lauber – Discourage using boundaries of deer management units and consider counties to deal
with it. Warren, I don’t know if problem is packing plants so much but no place to put the carcass; during
regular season have a place to dump carcasses and we would see to it that they got put into a proper landfill,
that is best possible outcome, right now paying somebody else to take them because they don’t know what to
do with them.
Stacy Hoeme, Scott City – I farm and ranch in five counties and Levi did deer study on some of our property.
How many animals have we lost to CWD? Jaster – Out of that project, 10 out of 120 or so. Hoeme – Talking
about public knowledge, two weeks ago I watched a guy shoot a mule deer buck, drove down and talked to
him to see where he was from; he was out of Topeka, he was quartering it out and I asked him if he was
taking skull with him and he said yes. I told him to get it checked for CWD because it was in the county and
he said it was northwest of here, we were in Gove County. Asked him why hunting there and not near
Topeka, he said they used to hunt southern counties, but deer numbers keep falling off so camp up north.
Same instance, deer shot on WIHA, tracked onto our property, game warden and I helped him find the deer.
He was taking it back to Wisconsin. You definitely have to worry about traveling. Our numbers are dropping
off, mule deer are harder to find, fallen off from just last year. Chairman Lauber – Do you have mule deer
and whitetail and are both dropping off? Hoeme – Yes, don’t notice whitetail as much because you just don’t
see them like you see the mule deer. You have to work for whitetail out here, they have learned to hide. We
had one on the deer study die on our ranch on fence line and it was CWD, another one a mile south of our
ranch. We are near pyramid monument rocks, no results back on that one. We appreciate you looking at this.
Last year saw guy shoot deer, throw it on top of his minivan and drove it back to Kansas City, he said he was
going to drive it back and show fireman buddies. They do a lot of traveling here, so concern on that and I
would hate to see them in eastern Kansas too.

115-4-4, legal equipment. Seeking input on proposed option to remove prohibition on devices that lock the
bow at partial or full draw. Commissioner Sill – Received any? Jaster – Other than here at a meeting, no.
Chairman Lauber – Wouldn’t know device unless you pointed it out to me. Can’t see a lot different than a
trigger on a crossbow other than it may not be as accurate. Some people with age or handicap might see as
benefit. Don’t see a down side. Is there a down side? Jaster – Potentially less accurate because you don’t
have the tension. In some ways considered a safety device for youth archery, won’t them accidently release
an arrow before they are ready. Haven’t heard anything. Chairman Lauber – Nothing but ethical argument.
Looking for proposed option. Anyone here with objection? Asst. Secretary Miller – We are asked this
question all the time, if I can use a crossbow why can’t I use a draw lock? You can with a special permit, but
not a high demand, it just seems inconsistent in our regulations. Chairman Lauber – My input is to allow it.
Commissioner Rider – When did we put in crossbows? Jason Ott – 2011. Commissioner Sill – Out of respect
to folks who have spoken to us, hate to override negative comments even though not much input. Chairman
Lauber – Their only consideration was it is cheating, not traditional. Commissioner Sill – I felt they were
emphasizing it was not as accurate, which leads to ethics of clean kill. Commissioner Rider – Crossbows are
very easy almost like shooting a gun, not the same. I am on traditional side, have hesitation and doing this
with vertical bows causes me hesitation as well. At what point do we keep technology in a traditional way
and keep archery and advancements in archery separate, where do we draw line on technology. More of a
traditional hunter. Chairman Lauber – You don’t think we should remove the restriction? Commissioner
Rider – I would like more input from someone else. Commissioner Gfeller – What motivated you to consider
this in the first place? Jaster – Previous commissioner asked us to look into it and a concern about
consistency of regulations. Commissioner Gfeller – What is your practice when you have public hearings and
you have no input? Do you go forward with recommendation? Jaster – It depends on what commission wants
to do. Chairman Lauber – Ideal situation for a staff recommendation. Commissioner Rider – Crossbows have
gotten youth involved and this might do that with youth and get more outdoors. Chairman Lauber – One
person pointed out not as accurate. Will leave on staff recommendations.
115-4-6, deer firearm management units. Had a request in urban deer Unit 19 to change boundary to be more
consistent. There is a section in Unit 10 that only allows one antlerless deer tag and is surrounded by an area
that allows up to five. We are proposing to change the boundary of Unit 19 where it meets Johnson County
199 Street and Interstate 35, follow 35 south and west to junction with Highway U.S. 75 and follow that
north to junction at Shawnee County SW 93. The north boundary has been difficult for hunters to follow so
looking at trying to simplify that. Starting in the west where NW Rossville Road meets NE 62 Street, follow
that to Kansas Highway 4, follow that to Kansas Highway 92 to 207 Street where it meets up with original
boundary. Chairman Lauber – Do we have another workshop? Jaster – Yes, one more workshop.
2. Deer 25-Series Regulations – Levi Jaster, big game biologist, presented this regulation to the
Commission (Exhibit M). We are considering issuing a few either-species antlerless-only permits in Unit 1
where we have had complaints of damage. This will be done through Secretary’s Orders; asking for input and
that will be highly contingent on current year deer survey. Chairman Lauber – Are current year deer surveys
generally showing stability or slight increases? Jaster – In Unit 1 they are stable. Chairman Lauber –
Statewide? Jaster – We have had some minor increases mostly in southern and southeast Kansas; across
northern and northwest, fairly stable and indicating some decline. Season dates follow tradition except
extended whitetail antlerless-only seasons in January, adding more days to hunt and more weekend days.
Looking at population indices we are looking at three different lengths of January season; 10 days, 17 days
and 24 days. Beginning for youth and disabled, September 5-13, 2020; early muzzleloader, September 14-27,
2020; archery and muzzleloader would run concurrently and then archery would continue to December 31,
2020 (September 14 – December 31, 2020); three-day pre-rut whitetail antlerless only (WAO) firearm season
that falls on Columbus Day weekend, October 10-12, 2020; traditional regular firearm would start the
Wednesday after Thanksgiving on December 2 and run through December 13; for first extended season
January 1-10, 2021; for second season, January 1-17, 2021; and third season, January 1-24, 2021; and in Unit
19, the antlerless archery extended season would run January 25-31, 2021. Chairman Lauber – A year ago
someone came from KLA to complain about not enough days, this will solve this issue? Jaster – Yes.
Commissioner Sill – How does hunter participation comparing October antlerless season to late season
antlerless-only? Jaster – Some participation in October, higher percentage of residents versus nonresidents;
residents utilize that the most.

Stacy Hoeme – On mule deer either-sex tag, is that just Unit 1? Jaster – Yes. Hoeme – We used to have it in
Unit 2 and 17, but they said we were the core area, now one core area. Is that one person complaining about
deer? Jaster – It is a few comments. Hoeme - Can I cancel him out? Jaster – Also looking at deer damage
complaints. Hoeme – On deer damage, some people complain because you give them doe permits and they
want buck permits too. Commissioner Sporer – How many extra permits are you talking about in Unit 1?
Jaster – That would be dependent on population survey. It wouldn’t not be as many as we previously gave
which was almost 100. Commissioner Sporer – Displeasure in youth season starting September 5, think it
needs to be moved later in the fall to gather more success, lot of crops in September.
3. Public Lands Regulations – Stuart Schrag, public lands division director, presented this regulation
to the Commission (Exhibit N). At last month’s meeting mentioned review of our KAR 8-series public land
regulations. We conducted internal review and as part of that we reached out to Kansas Chapter of
Backcountry Hunters and Anglers to ask for independent, external review. They complied, we met and
discussed findings. Based on that we have no proposed changes or amendments at this time. However, items
listed in briefing book are dynamic topics that continually evolving on a national scale, so will continue to
monitor and conduct further research on those. A prime example would be non-toxic ammo, the last time we
made proposed changes to that regulation it garnished controversy from NRA and ammunition manufacturers
so want to do due diligence and make sure we are keeping up with trends before specific proposed changes.
4. Antelope 25-Series Regulations – Matt Peek, wildlife biologist, presented this regulation to the
Commission (Exhibit O). Pronghorn antelope (KAR 115-25-7) season ended at end of October, still
collecting harvest reports to complete final harvest analysis. Heard from several archery hunters who
indicated population was down in Unit 2; however preliminary success rates of all three equipment types are
at, or above, what they normally are. Wait for rest of harvest reports before assessing that. Conducting
January aerial surveys in a couple of the units and will use those, as well as success rates, to come back with
permit allocations. No changes recommended to season structure, bag limit or permits. Archery permits are
unlimited and available over-the-counter for residents and nonresidents and good in all three units; firearm
and muzzleloader permits are good in one of the three units with Units 2, 17 and 18 open to hunting; with
firearm and muzzleloader permits, half of the permits are allocated to landowner/tenant and other half are
allocated to general residents. Proposed hunting season dates are provided in the briefing book and are
standard. Population survey and harvest reports are posted on the internet and always available to see the
type of data we collect. Commissioner Sporer – Stacy, are antelope down in Unit 2? Hoeme – Yes. We
operate around 23,000 acres and we used to have 50-70 antelope. It is all grass, and the most I counted was
41 head, seem to be down in Unit 2. In 17, still have a few. Peek – We survey same areas every year,
techniques in Unit 2 have changed some in recent years but the other units we survey twice a year and that is
part of basis and always looking at success rates by hunters. Hoeme – What is age of antelope? There are
success rates. Hunted seven years. Peek – Collecting teeth for a long time, use as representative for an age
class. Weighing possibility of using horn length. That is what hunters are after. Had that changed or declined
over time? Started asking hunters to take two measurements on harvest reports; collecting that data since
2009. Horn length and circumference have hardly changed at all; steady and stable along with success rates
and along with surveys. Sometimes I hear from hunters who say they have declined in certain areas and it
doesn’t match up with data. Don’t doubt they have declined in some areas, especially Unit 2, but have hard
figuring out at larger scale, how significant changes have occurred for the population and data we collect
hasn’t shown any change at all. Greg Graff – Same as Stacy, hunt northern part of 17, saw significant
difference in numbers. Herds had moved 5-10 miles from where they were before, and herds were smaller
than last two years. Support Stacy on mule deer, we should counteract complainer.
5. Elk 25-Series Regulations – Matt Peek, wildlife biologist, presented this regulation to the
Commission (Exhibit P). KAR 115-25-8 is open season, bag limits and permits. Current season is ongoing
and so far 10 of 30 permits valid on Fort Riley have harvested elk and a couple of additional elk have been
taken around Fort Riley. Have not seen harvest reports from hunters in other parts of the state. We don’t
anticipate changes to season structure, bag limits or permit types. Unit boundaries are defined in KAR 115-46b and Units 2 and 3 are open to hunting. Unit 1 encompasses Cimarron National Grassland in southwest
Kansas. On Fort Riley, the season is broken into one-month segments and September is an archery and

muzzleloader season and all Fort Riley permit holders can hunt during that time. October, November and
December are one-month segments in which one-third of the antlerless-only permits are valid during each
segment and any-elk permits are valid during all three of those segments with any legal equipment. On the
Fort at various times they may have equipment restrictions. On private land, elk seasons correspond with
deer seasons, with equipment restrictions. The main difference is the elk season starts August 1 with a
month-long firearm season intended to allow private landowners to address damage issues. There is also an
extended elk season that runs January 1 through March 15, extending well beyond open deer seasons;
otherwise similar to deer seasons off of Fort Riley. Elk permits are available to residents only and permit
applications are separated into military and non-military applicants. Weighted to allow military applicants an
advantage to hunt on Fort Riley. Unit 2 permit allocations determined at a later date as we hear more about
this hunting season and after aerial surveys in January on the Fort; not expecting big changes. In Unit 2, an
unlimited number of hunt-on-your-own-land antlerless-only and either-sex elk permits are authorized. In
Unit 3, those permits are authorized, as well as unlimited general resident permits.
VII.

RECESS AT 4:31 p.m.

VIII. RECONVENE AT 6:30 p.m.
IX.

RE-INTRODUCTION OF COMMISSIONERS AND GUESTS

X.

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

None
VI.

DEPARTMENT REPORT
D. Public Hearing

Notice and Submission Forms, Attorney General letters and KLRD report dated October 21. (Exhibit Q).
1. KAR 115-9-9. Electronic licenses, permits, stamps, tags, and other issues of the department; other
requirements – Mike Miller, assistant secretary, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit R).
Clean up that differentiates between electronic and hard copy licenses. In section c, when anyone has an
electronic version of a department issue they shall attest that the information is true and correct which is
basically an electronic signature, which will allow someone to have a pdf on their phone or mobile devices
that will count as their license. Still working with vendor to get the app. It would have a billfold file where
you could keep issuances. Commissioner Sporer – When is it going to happen? Miller – I think it will be
ready to go after the first of the year for license tag part. The next regulation for electronic tagging by turkey
season. Don’t know about the app.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller moved to approve KAR 115-9-9 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit S):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber
The motion as presented on KAR 115-9-9 passed 7-0.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2. KAR 115-4-2. Big game; general provisions (electronic licensing) – Mike Miller, assistant
secretary, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit T). This is electronic tagging and we have
talked about this on numerous occasions and how we want it to work. You will see how it will work in the b
section. We’ve seen what Oklahoma has, similar to that but we are going to ask for a picture. We have done
electronic deer check-in and if someone wanted to bone out a doe our regulations say you have to keep the
head attached, they can electronically check that in with a picture of the animal and they will get a
confirmation number. We will ask for that on deer, turkey and elk and it will give us real time harvest
information and see what is being harvested. Commissioner Sill – How does it work when you have no tag to
leave with processor? Miller – You will be issued a confirmation number that you have to leave with the
processor. Commissioner Sporer – Without a tag? Miller – You will be texted or emailed a confirmation
number, write it down and keep with the deer. Commissioner Sporer – You have to attach that to the animal
somehow? Miller – You don’t have to. If you get stopped by Game Warden and have a deer in the back, the
confirmation number is on your phone. At processor, write number down and keep it with the deer.
Commissioner Sporer - What about old guys not capable of this technology? Miller – There will be paper
tags available at Walmart or you can print them out. Talked to law enforcement and they support hunters
choosing one or the other, they can’t have both. This is soft launch so we will have paper tags. Chairman
Lauber – Will department continue to offer paper tags? Miller – Yes. Under current contract we have we will
always have tags you can print out on computer. If we go to another license vendor we may go to straight to
paper. Can print off computer, but not have to have Tyvek which is expensive. Chairman Lauber –
Electronic carcass tag is on his phone? Miller – Yes, in your billfold you would you’re your electronic
license and deer permit and within that deer permit would be the electronic carcass tag. Commissioner Sporer
– What about electronic federal duck stamps? Miller – Not yet, some states have allowed duck stamps with
confirmation number to not have stamp. If you buy state stamp and hip stamp and federal stamp and it lists
you purchased state stamp, it will be listed the same electronically. But right now, we don’t have ability to.
Chairman Lauber – Didn’t realize you could get electronic stamp. Miller – They have allowed some states to
go electronic. Tymeson – Have to make application to federal government, turned down eight years ago.
Schultheis – You can buy electronically online but still get the stamp mailed to you. Commissioner Sporer –
Can still buy the stamp? Schultheis – It is my understanding that you could by the stamp through another
state, such as Colorado and that electronic version would be legal.
Commissioner Aaron Rider moved to approve KAR 115-4-2 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Troy Sporer second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit U):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-4-2 passed 7-0.
3. KAR 115-15-1. Threatened and Endangered species; general provisions – Ed Miller T&E
biologist, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit V). Chairman Lauber – Tell me what a
mucket is? Miller – A mucket is a freshwater mussel. Two species in Kansas, one is just mucket found on the
Marais des Cygnes River basin and the Neosho mucket found in the Neosho River basin. Chairman Lauber –
Both are on the list? Miller – Yes. Finally, at culmination of long process of five-year review we are required
to do on threatened, endangered and species in need of conservation (SINC). Began process with petitions,
which were evaluated by scientific Task Committee, and it also identified a panel of experts and had them fill
out a numerical review, held informational meetings around the state, published in the Kansas Register, had
press releases and notified surrounding states and governors, workshopped in Commission meetings, and
provided public comment periods. The process took about 18 months. These lists have been around for 40

years, so we look at this as fine tuning. In 115-15-1 there are both threatened and endangered species listed.
We recommended two changes; add cylindrical papershell to endangered list because range and population
appear to be in serious decline. It is found in the Smoky Hill and Saline rivers only. The other species
showed improvement and we are suggesting it come off the threatened species list, the Arkansas Darter,
which is a small fish, because population is robust and resilient to known stresses. Also, nomenclature
housekeeping changes, every five years, due to genetic research, changing scientific and/or common names.
Commissioner Lauren Sill moved to approve KAR 115-15-1 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit W):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-15-1 passed 7-0.
4. KAR 115-15-2. Nongame species; general provisions – Ed Miller T&E biologist, presented this
regulation to the Commission (Exhibit X). Less serious list and the agency tries to collect data on these to
keep track of species and trends, usually appear here before being up listed or taken off list. That will occur
with one species. Three species changes on this list. Move cylindrical papershell that was here you just voted
to up list to endangered list. Move Wabash pigtoe is doing well enough to be removed from this list. Add
Arkansas Darter, which was threatened to down list to SINC list. Nomenclature changes here too; those
changes are ones we take from website NatureServe.org, a publically searchable website that keeps tabs on
all species in North America.
Commissioner Troy Sporer moved to approve KAR 115-15-2 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit Y):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-15-2 passed 7-0.
5. KAR 115-7-1. Fishing; legal equipment, methods of taking, and other provisions – Doug Nygren,
fisheries division director, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit Z). To protect against spread
of invasive species we want to make sure that anyone who attaches a float when fishing, that they have a
closed system that can’t contain water; we want to apply same requirements to trotlines and setlines. This
would standardize use of floats so anyone fishing with passive gear using a float of some kind would have to
use a float that has closed-cell foam or could not contain water to reduce the risk of spreading invasive
species. Float lines are jug fishing.
Commissioner Emerick Cross moved to approve KAR 115-7-1 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Lauren Sill second.

The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit AA):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-7-1 passed 7-0.
6. KAR 115-7-3. Fish; taking of bait fish or minnows – Doug Nygren, Fisheries Division director,
presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit BB). Currently, regulations ban movement of wild
caught bait from one body of water to another with exception of bluegill and green sunfish. Would like to
expand that to include crayfish, leeches, amphibians and mussels and prevent the movement of those. The
same issue, you could be transporting zebra mussels or some other invasive species or disease by movement
of wild caught animals from one location to the other.
Commissioner Emerick Cross moved to approve KAR 115-7-3 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Lauren Sill second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit CC):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-7-3 passed 7-0.
7. KAR 115-7-4. Fish; processing and possession – Doug Nygren, Fisheries Division director,
presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit DD). To take advantage of new e-license system to
make it possible to issue paddlefish carcass tags electronically or on paper, they would have to make a choice
of which one. A convenience for anglers and push folks in that direction. Commissioner Gfeller – Tag is
required now? Nygren – Yes, you get tags when you purchase your paddlefish permit. Commissioner Gfeller
– Like big game if they choose not to do it electronically they can use paper? Nygren – Yes. Commissioner
Rider – Would they need to take a picture? Nygren – No, don’t need it because we are not trying to
distinguish the sex.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett moved to approve KAR 115-7-4 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Emerick Cross second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit EE):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-7-4 passed 7-0.
8. KAR 115-7-10. Fishing; special provisions – Doug Nygren, Fisheries Division director, presented
this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit FF, Kansas Aquatic Nuisance Species Designated Waters –
Exhibit GG). We have revised ANS designated waters list. Recently we discovered zebra mussels in Lyon
State Fishing Lake, so we want to add it to the list. One more came in recently after flood, white perch in
South Lake in Wichita. We will post it online, but not put in this document until next year. Posting and
treating as such, but not on list until next year.
Chairman Lauber – What did it have? Nygren – White perch. It is close to some small streams and we think
they flooded into the lake.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller moved to approve KAR 115-7-10 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit HH):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-7-10 passed 7-0.
9. KAR 115-25-14. Fishing; creel limit, size limit, possession limit, and open season – Doug
Nygren, Fisheries Division director, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit II, Kansas Special
Size Limits, Creel Limits, and Bait Restriction Tables – Exhibit JJ).
Allows us to set special regulations different than regular length and creel limits. I will go over a few of these
that are more controversial. Craig Johnson presentation on 21-inch minimum length limit on Marion
reservoir, we would implement it now and a few years down the line back that off to 18 inches to allow some
harvest; hoping for better reproduction and increasing size of the fish. On Wilson Reservoir, proposal to
establish a 32- to 40-inch slot length limit with a two-a-day creel for blue catfish and no more than one fish
over 40 inches long. At John Redmond minimum length limit on blue catfish. In Mined Land area remove
minimum length limit and one-a-day creel on brown trout. We were stocking brown trout in hopes of getting
over-summer survival, and due to changes in water quality we don’t feel confident browns will make it, so
going back to same regulation we have on rainbow trout for them. Most of the others are small changes on
smaller impoundments. Commissioner Sporer – How come never interested in a slot for walleye? Nygren –
Walleye are different in Kansas because we have excellent growth on them. Slot length limits work well
when you are trying to remove some of the fish above and below the slot so the ones in the slot grow faster
and have more food available. Walleye in Kansas not having trouble foraging and therefore minimum length
limits is the best way to deal with them.
Commissioner Troy Sporer moved to approve KAR 115-25-14 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit KK):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-25-14 passed 7-0.
Chairman Lauber – Kent, we want to start with 115-25-6, spring season and then do fall turkey as the second
one.
11. KAR 115-25-6. Turkey; spring season, bag limit, permits and game tags – Kent Fricke, small
game research biologist, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit LL, Additional Information –
Exhibit MM). Summary of turkey harvest and production overall. Had exceptionally heavy rainfall in 2019,
which will likely have repercussions for turkey population. Heavy rainfall in addition to low production is
big concern for coming years. In addition to overall decline, across the Midwest U.S., turkey production has
been an issue and concern among turkey biologists. Summarizes in graphs the overall turkey abundance
statewide and in hunt units, shows declines since peak in 2000s, most severe in eastern part of state and
we’ve not seen recovery. Graphs on production are from rural mail carrier surveys (RMCS); statewide
estimates show we are at an all-time low and especially in north central and eastern portions of the state took
hits. This is poults per adult - we have gone from two or more poults per hen, on average, to less than onehalf poult per hen. Severe declines so we are concerned about recovery. Declines, some of hunt units are
going to have interesting time recovering. That translates to spring harvest; I use spring because biologists
across the country use spring harvest as abundance of turkeys on the landscape. We dropped off, curious
about where we bottom out and how we manage for that. Based on all of this and guided by adaptive harvest
strategy we have in place we made recommendations we have talked about. No changes for season structure
for spring, but recommend removal of game tags, the second permit, in Units 3, 5 and 6, northeast, south
central and southeast; based on adaptive harvest strategy (AHS) and in conjunction with recommendations
for fall season. Chairman Lauber – How long have we had adaptive harvest strategy? Fricke – Data going
into the strategy since 2004, strategy in place since 2011 and have made adjustments up to 2016. Chairman
Lauber – Have triggers been adjusted? Fricke –Triggers in form of resident hunter success? Chairman Lauber
– Triggers that trigger the recommendations. Fricke – As I have said in the past, not have modified those,
have considered options; however, have not seen any data to better inform that decision. Even if we drop it
10 percent, from 55- to 45-percent threshold, we would still be talking about recommending changes for
eastern part of state. Given weather this year, this is appropriate recommendation from our standpoint. To
your point, what you are asking is, we are looking at methods of modifying the strategy and looking at
putting research in place to help inform decision moving forward. We struggle without a bottom point, we
only have the feet but not the bottom, so hard to make recommendation. Chairman Lauber – I understand,
AHS makes sense in principle, but triggers are basically based on unachievable results and is part biology
and part mathematics. The way we use it to manage the recommendation is to ration turkey harvest to keep
more turkeys on the landscape and to enhance hunter success. You are not saying this will create more
turkeys; it just slows down harvest of a bird that lives longer than upland game. Fricke – Goal of harvest
strategy is to maintain relatively robust turkey populations and maintain relatively high turkey hunter
satisfaction. Chairman Lauber – Based on spring hunts? Fall turkey hunts, other than elimination is not
considered part of AHS or any of its management? Fricke – I don’t consider that, the fall season, in terms of
overall hunter satisfaction, is not included in specific harvest strategy. The harvest strategy is using resident
hunter success in spring for turkey abundance on the landscape. Commissioner Gfeller – No changes in
season or bag for spring? Fricke – No. Chairman Lauber – Still hunt two birds in one part of the state; we
have a combination permit. Are you going to put signs up in areas to let people know that they can no longer
use bonus or extra tag? I realize there will be a few hunters who may use two, open in one unit? Fricke –
Two units. Chairman Lauber – Most of the hunters who hunt in areas where most of the hunters hunt, how
will you deal with people that are used to buying two tags and can’t use the second one? Fricke - I believe
you can buy two tags everywhere in the state, but the second tag will have written on it that it is only good in
Units 1 and 2. Chairman Lauber – You don’t think there will be confusion? Commissioner Sporer – You are
talking about two tags for Units 1 and 2? Which units are you allowing two tags? Fricke – Units 1 and 2,
northwest and north central, which are currently two; and recommending dropping Units 3, 5 and 6 northeast, south central and southeast, to only one permit and not allowing game tag. Unit 4 would stay the
same; it is a limited draw. Chairman Lauber – I don’t think elimination of game tags will make any real
difference, but it might; probably 8,000 to 10,000 turkeys harvested that would be pushed over into the next

year conceivably. I don’t think closing fall season makes any difference, it might make some difference to
reduce availability to use a game tag and I am going to propose we do that. This will aggravate a lot of
people and people will be confused. I think some newspapers have been covering this okay and we’ve got
public comment going both ways. I will reluctantly recommend we do what you suggest. Can’t make more
turkeys. A lot of other states dealing with same thing, and we are taking a much more aggressive approach
here. It will take two or three years of only having one bird lawfully harvested to see if it makes any
difference. Commissioner Rider – If we harvest 7,000 and 10,000 with game tags and take that off, what is
mortality rate of those toms for next year? How many of those would survive another year? Fricke – I think
pretty good, overall turkeys are relatively long-lived bird, talking three to four years. Hens have lower
survival longevity, but overall good all over. Commissioner Rider – Most of 7,000 to 10,000 would survive?
Fricke – I think so. Commissioner Rider – Obviously weather conditions and other things apply. Fricke –
Which is one of the key differences between turkeys and upland game where you don’t have that roll over.
More toms for sure and potentially more hens as well. Chairman Lauber – The unenlightened hunter gets
confused as to turkey and quail; I received emails to do something because we didn’t want the turkeys to go
the same way as the quail. Another one told me we haven’t lowered bag limit on quail but taking away
second turkey tag; there is a difference. With reluctance, consider trying your recommendation. Be prepared
to defend AHS if people get upset and explain to them how this makes more turkeys; just rationing the ones
we have.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller moved to approve KAR 115-25-6 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Lauren Sill second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit NN):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-25-6 passed 7-0.
10. KAR 115-25-5. Turkey; fall season, bag limit and permits – Kent Fricke, small game research
biologist, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit OO). Same population metrics we discussed
earlier applies for fall as well. Current recommendation is no change on fall season structure or length. In
same units, 3, 5 and 6, northeast, south central and southeast, suspend fall season in those units. Chairman
Lauber – That is where most of the people hunt, so while some units would be open it wouldn’t benefit most
of the hunters. I don’t think closing the fall season will make any difference, not harvesting enough birds, it
is insignificant. Harvesting some toms, 440 hens in the entire state. This year turkey numbers are down and
are more scare people will harvest less. There is no question that turkey numbers are down, they are down
everywhere but 42 states still maintain the fall season. There are some cultural and social benefits to have fall
season, it is a real sport and has been around as long as spring season. If it gets closed because of AHS, we
have triggers that are unachievable, so it will never change and will be closed forever, and I can’t accept that.
I have provided an amendment (Exhibit PP) showing spirit of compromise. We have 123-day season, less
firearm deer season, and I propose keep we fall turkey season open but reduce by two-thirds to a 41-day
season. Season length has some affect sometimes and it may, or may not, have any affect. All we are wanting
to do is constrict and hamper harvest. It does indicate some degree of compromise. The biggest difference
will occur in the motion we passed earlier as to whether it will hold off harvest of non-producing toms and
give more body weight and longer beards for next year and maybe reduce satisfaction. Don’t see any reason
to close fall season and would like to us take up the amendment as presented. Fricke – In terms of AHS, for
last four years we have looked at it and looked at ways to modify it as we get more information. We have
research happening right now that will help inform that, but staff are working on this as we can. We will have
more information in the near future. Not made its way into AHS yet. Chairman Lauber – Four years ago

when AHS first started, the first response to triggers was to close the fall season. Afraid it will never open
again. That has been recommendation since day one. We may want to start over with the AHS, I don’t know
what the number is, but we do have to pass regulations today to go forward. Commissioner Gfeller –
National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) says it is a benefit. So, isn’t the issue the hens? Toms can cover
multiple hens and if long-lived they produce hens, who then produce hens, and it is geometric, and it would
be nice to see some scientific discussion of that. If hens are the issue, why do we allow hens to be harvested
in the fall, why not have male harvest? Fricke – Several states have bearded-only fall season, but traditional
or opportunistic fall doesn’t sit well with traditional hunting methods for fall harvest. The traditional fall
hunter breaks up the flock, especially any upland bird hunters who are opportunistic or bird dog that might
point a turkey. Chairman Lauber – If we were harvesting thousands a year that would be an issue, but when
harvesting 400 a year and they are averaging a half a bird, that doesn’t make any difference. Commissioner
Gfeller – Geometric calculation, doubles or triples every year potentially in terms of survival rate of poults
and how many of them survive. The average life of the hen is two to three years, then she would have three
generations of offspring producing birds. I don’t see any facts behind it, I see input from NWTF that makes a
little sense. See problem with taking away the season too. If the issue is to protect the hens why not allow the
fall season with no hens. Would that change the experience for fall turkey hunter? If wrong, we continue to
allow it and numbers continue to decline. Chairman Lauber – Based on declines we have had now, it is not
because of what we have been harvesting in the fall, but because of nesting conditions. Fricke – We have had
significant declines in production, down to half a poult per hen, but potential difference is extreme, we could
be talking about 2-3 poults per hen; this is extreme year for rainfall and how it is the exception, not the rule;
but last 10 years of data don’t show us that, it shows decline. My real concern is when we have good years
that we won’t have the number of hens to try and bring it back. Chairman Lauber – But if we start having 2-3
poults per hen the number of insignificant hens we harvest in the fall isn’t going to make any difference. It
won’t take very many hens to start building the population up. If we reduce the harvest that will have greatest
effect on hunter satisfaction. I am going to propose we keep the fall season and propose shorten it by 2/3. I
don’t know if that will make a difference or not, it will have some effect on incidental take where people
shoot a bird in the fall because it came under their treestand. The true turkey hunter wants that serious
experience and he will go one way or the other and make it in those 40 days. As long as AHS is around we
are going to have this discussion every year. We can see what sort of harvest takes place next fall and see if
they make a difference. I hate to do both things right now. Commissioner Sporer – How many turkeys are
going to be saved by going to one per person in spring season? Fricke – About 7,000 to 10,000.
Commissioner Sporer – How many turkeys are harvested in the entire state in fall season? Fricke – In
briefing book. Chairman Lauber – Last year 1,275. Commissioner Sporer – How many turkeys harvested in
the proposed units that are going to be closed? Fricke – In those six weeks, for past five years, which is
primary time we were at one bird rather than four, approximately 35- to 45-percent of harvest happens in first
six weeks. Expect hunters to move their harvest into this time period. Chairman Lauber – I don’t think that
will change, will affect incidental take but early part of October is the times you want to break up little flocks
and call them back together, much later and they are already grouping up into big flocks and then just birds
of opportunity. The true fall turkey hunter won’t be chasing at that time, they aren’t ready to be called and
you don’t have young birds learning, it will drop quite a bit, but don’t know if more than 50 percent. If what
you say is correct than we will harvest 500 birds next year. Might be a few more who hunt in the fall but
most of true fall hunters do it already in early part of the year. Fricke – Approximately half of turkey hunters
in the fall are opportunistic hunters. Chairman Lauber – I would like to see the fall turkey season stay, have
hunted it most of my life and want to pass on to my grandchildren. Commissioner Sporer – Opportunistic,
you mean hunting quail and shoot a turkey? Fricke – We have two types of opportunistic fall turkey hunters,
one is archery deer hunter sitting in a stand with a tag in their pocket and the other is upland bird hunters who
have a turkey tag. Commissioner Sporer – How do you hunt them Gerald? Lauber – Break up the flocks of
10-25 birds, in different groups scattered throughout the landscape, flush all those birds and then call them
back in. Hens don’t gobble like toms, but they are very vocal and exciting hunt to call them back. Some hunt
toms when they group up late in the winter, but for most of the turkey hunters who intentionally go after
turkey as the target game, they hunt early. The incidental harvest will be down dramatically. Maybe I am
wrong, and we will be back here next year; but it has been open as long as the spring season. Commissioner
Cross – A complex issue, with variables that go into this equation tough to sit through and anecdotal
information I get. I solicited information from my people in Unit 3 and they are seeing a lot of birds out

there; so, to me subjective, maybe it is patchy, depending on where you are at and what you are around and
can see. Giving up one in spring is a major step towards what we are trying to achieve here, and I think I
could get behind this shortening of the fall season and leaving opportunity for harvest. Commissioner Gfeller
– How much revenue would we be giving up if eliminate in effective units? Tymeson – It is in our briefing
book, some. Commissioner Gfeller – Don’t see it, but we would be giving up revenue if we eliminate the fall
season. I would still like to know more about the hens, but the argument does make sense that there are not
very many birds harvested in the fall. So, I don’t see value in eliminating the season to keep a few hens alive.
Anything we can do to help the hen survive is probably worth doing in face of decline. Not compelling
enough to eliminate revenue source and upset hunters, maybe not a lot, but enough and may not be
worthwhile. If we approve as amended and decide we still need to do something different how soon can this
be reconsidered? In time for next season or five years or what? Fricke – Current recommendation would be
to put it in place for next season, starting October 2020. Like other big game regulations, it is revisited every
year. We do have AHS to help inform those decisions and if, for example, we were to stick strictly with that
if in effect for one year, stuck to that it would be for two consecutive years, potentially 2022 or 2023 and
recommendation for 2024. Chairman Lauber – Review this every year. Chris, make sure I am doing this
properly. I would like to have 115-25-5 moved and seconded, then pass the amendment and then vote on the
regulation with amendment. Tymeson – Close.
Commissioner Aaron Rider moved to bring forth KAR 115-25-5 as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller second.
Tymeson – Now you have to bring the amendment before the commission. Discussion on procedure.
Commissioner Gary Hayzlett moved to bring proposed amendment before the Commission.
Commissioner Emerick Cross second.
Commissioner Sporer – You are talking about shortening the season and also talking about moving
boundaries? Tymeson – The amendment changes the number of permits offered. For the boundaries, the
language that exists currently, it would strike at the bottom of first page “No permits shall be authorized in
unit 3” and change it to unlimited number of permits in Unit 3. That changes it back to open those units back
up to hunt. Commissioner Sporer – Really it is just about the days. Chairman Lauber – About the days and
same as it was this current year but shortened to a 41-day season. Tymeson – Correct. Commissioner Sporer
– I was prepared to vote with staff recommendations, but I guess the shortened season is a partnering effort.
Chairman Lauber – From my perspective, yes. Fricke – Is amendment for statewide, not just recommended
units? Chairman Lauber – Yes. Commissioner Rider – Does that mess with Unit 4, closed as it always has
been. Fricke – No, because Unit 4 is closed in the fall.
Don Erbert, Iola – I am Kansas state chapter president for NWTF. Turkey hunting for 40 years, business guy
and leader for NWTF and I let experts lead you in what you need to do. What I am hearing is questions, like
the one from Mr. Cross. I see a lot of turkeys because I go out where they are. Turkey numbers in eastern
half of state are plummeting. I have conversed with Jim Pitman, Jared McJunkin and Dr. James Earl
Kennamer who explained to me why these numbers are plummeting. It is not all due to hunting, it has to do
with weather, and we have to figure out how to stop it. Four times a year visit with Mr. Fricke, he is eloquent
and has done his job and yet the last few years when he comes to recommend the fall season you have turned
it down. The numbers keep dropping so whatever you are voting on apparently isn’t working. I recommend
you follow what biologists are telling you because they know what is going on, the most intelligent thing you
can do is listen to the experts, they study it and know what is going on. I have visited with Kent, Jim, Jared,
Dr. Kennamer. What they are telling you is correct. Chairman Lauber, you have thrown a lot of stuff out
here, saying that what is recommended won’t do certain things, what are you basing that on? Chairman
Lauber – I base it on that I don’t think the turkey numbers are plummeting. The last four years we voted
against the experts but that is not why the turkey numbers are down, we haven’t harvested enough hens in
last four years to make a difference and I am not sure AHS is something that is used by any other states, so
consequently I don’t know if it is the best expert matrix to use. What we had tonight was recommendations to
encumber and restrict harvest. Erbert – what are you basing that on? Chairman Lauber – What I consider
some common sense and my best judgement. Erbert – I have common sense and good judgement, but I listen

to these guys because they are the ones you need to be listening to. On AHS, I sent you a letter and you
understand our position. You keep turning them down and numbers keep going down. Chairman Lauber – I
don’t think numbers are going down because we had a fall season. Are you saying that? Erbert – I’m saying
they won’t recover with a fall season; they are telling you it will help, and I think you need to listen to them.
Jim Pitman, Biologist with NWTF – Reiterate what Erbert is trying to tell you. We support the staff
recommendations in full. We appreciate the commission’s willingness to approve part of that with dropping
spring permits from two to one. We believe the fall season is the more important portion of that
recommendation. As turkey populations have, or any game species, has declined the importance of the
females and reproductive output potential they provide becomes more and more important. I disagree with
that the Chairman has said about 400 birds being insignificant. When there are hundreds of thousands of
turkeys out there that is true but when numbers are really low the production of those 400 hens and potential
to produce is very substantial. Over time there is a cumulative effect, so those 400 birds over a couple of
good productivity could turn into a lot of turkeys in a few years. NWTF is opposed to the amendment that is
being recommended for a couple of reasons. First of all, shortened season don’t have that much of an impact
on harvest and impact they do have is difficult to predict; for a manager in Kent’s position makes it difficult
for him to manage the population. Secondly, we don’t support that shortened season is a statewide
recommendation. There is no reason why you would want to limit opportunities in north central and
northwest Kansas where the population is still doing relatively well. We don’t support taking away that
opportunity. Commissioner Gfeller – How do you feel about eliminating taking of hens in fall harvest?
Pitman – The hens are the most substantial force of that fall harvest in terms of population control so if you
were going to do something intermediate that would be a better position than shortening the season.
However, not particularly supportive of that either; support department recommendation in full or do nothing
at all. Commissioner Gfeller – Represent a lot of turkey hunters. How do you think they will react to
elimination of the fall season? Pitman – Some will be upset, but majority are supportive of staff
recommendation. They recognize there is a problem and recognize part of the solution is keeping as many
hens as possible on the landscape to maximize productivity. Chairman Lauber – Jim, you wrote AHS, how
many other states use that? Pitman – It was based off of Michigan, but South Dakota, Arizona and Utah and
have something, several states do something similar. There are several states now looking to Kansas as a
model on how to manage turkey populations. I think the commission should stick with that AHS and see how
it plays out in a few years. We recognize that 55 percent trigger may not be something the department would
want to continue to use in the future, but the ultimate goal is stabilizing turkey population. Once you get to
that point then the department can start looking at whether that trigger could be adjusted or not. We have
every confidence in Kent and the turkey committee will do that. We are not concerned about losing fall
season forever, most concerned about stabilizing the population and we think the staff recommendation in
full is the best way to do that.
Commissioner Sporer – I want to go back to the money, by getting rid of the game tags we will lose
$243,000? Tymeson – That is spring season. Commissioner Sporer – What are we going to lose in
eliminating fall season? Commissioner Rider - $82,000 and $5.3 million from Kansas overall economy.
Commissioner Sporer – I keep thinking about quail hunters and that population has been horrible, but we still
maintain quail and pheasants and it just goes back to habitat. Erbert – Different bird though. Chairman
Lauber – The one thing that Jim says that does make a point; my theory was to just shorten the season
statewide because of those areas. Shortening the season is going to reduce incidental take of fall birds and I
think if 35 percent of the birds are taken in the first 40 days of season, I don’t think that will go up much. We
will bring this up again next year and have same recommendation. I think we will see less hens harvested as
a result of 40-day season and apparently that is what we want, less hens harvested. Appreciate things Jim and
others have said, one vote but go back to see if this passes. The amendment is before you with a motion and a
second. Commissioner Sill – Has this same recommendation to discontinue the fall season come up the past
several years? Declined every year? Fricke – In 2015, according to the strategy we went from potential to
buy four turkey tags in the fall down to one. The subsequent recommendations after continued declines from
that, was to suspend fall season. Commission Sill – You have brought that to the commission several years in
a row now? Fricke – Yes. Commissioner Gfeller – Is there any possibility we could consider eliminating
hens from fall harvest? Chairman Lauber – We could, but I would like to see if shortened season makes any
difference. Commissioner Sporer – The reason the hens are available in fall is because upland game guys
shoot them? Fricke – I don’t think so, traditionally. Commissioner Sporer – You can’t tell if it is a tom?

Chairman Lauber – I think the poults, which may be male or female, may not be identifiable yet, so any poult
harvested as a hen, half of them by be toms. Big birds are not as responsive to calls as little one is the group.
Commissioner Rider – I would like to see hens not taken. Chairman Lauber – That is not how this
amendment is. Commissioner Gfeller – Depending on the outcome of the vote on the amendment, how long
would it take to reconsider a different approach? Chairman Lauber – Six months to a year. Tymeson – It
depends on what we are talking about. All of the things we talked about is a logical outgrowth of the
discussion, so it has been discussed previously about hens, while we don’t have a written amendment, which
is the preferable method, we could have an amendment on the regulation to eliminate hens, if that was the
case. Could be offered tonight.
The roll call vote on to approve proposed amendment was as follows (Exhibit QQ):
Commissioner Cross
Yes
Commissioner Gfeller
No
Commissioner Hayzlett
Yes
Commissioner Rider
Yes
Commissioner Sill
Yes
Commissioner Sporer
Yes
Commissioner Lauber
Yes
The proposed amendment as presented on KAR 115-25-5 passed 6-1.
Tymeson- Discussion about elimination of hens, now would be the appropriate time to discuss that and it
would need a motion and a second. Commissioner Gfeller – I thought we had to defeat that one? Tymeson –
The shortened season is now part of the regulation. Now if there is an additional amendment it could occur at
this point. Commissioner Gfeller – I represent a unit that is not going to be affected by this, but it is a
statewide issue. If it is possible to offer an amendment to eliminate hens from fall harvest I would like to
propose that. Tymeson – On a statewide basis? Commissioner Gfeller – Yes.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller moved to bring second amendment to hunt bearded turkeys only in
Units 3, 5 and 6 before the Commission. Commissioner Aaron Rider second.
Stacy Hoeme – At one time we didn’t have birds on Pyramid Ranch; they brought in 14 birds, 4 jakes and 10
hens, and in three years we had over 120 birds, but zero ten years before that. Now the numbers have
dropped to about 30 birds, but more birds in other parts of the county that probably came off that area. The
hens are worth protecting.
Pitman – Why proposal to reduce hen harvest and shorten season in north central and northwest where turkey
populations are doing relatively well? You are just taking away opportunity. Commissioner Sporer – I
represent the northwest and I talked to numerous turkey hunters that don’t fall turkey hunt and no one cared
about a fall turkey season. Pitman – There are several that do you just haven’t run into them. To reduce their
opportunity is unfair. Commissioner Sporer – From those I did, fall turkey season not that important. Pitman
– Less important than spring season but those that do fall hunt, like the Chairman, it is very important. I urge
you to not reduce opportunity. Commissioner Gfeller – If reading graphs right, there is a decline in all units
just not as severe in some? Fricke – Correct. And we haven’t hit those triggers in terms of AHS within those
two units. That is getting away from unit-by-unit management, which has been the goal of turkey
management in Kansas for quite a while. Commissioner Sporer – Kent, would you say turkey numbers are
down in northwest Kansas, so you don’t have the hunters harvesting? Fricke – We don’t have level of harvest
for sure. As we move into western Kansas we get into a little bit more than ideal situation, in terms of
populations in western Kansas moderated more by weather, which historically was statewide, especially in
eastern portion and a little in central part, we haven’t seen that moderation. In good years haven’t seen the
bounce back. Haven’t seen big bounce back in western part of state either but not as many birds on the
landscape to rebound. We do see more cyclical population cycles in relation to weather. In eastern part we
haven’t seen that. Even regardless of the harvest strategy, we have concerns in eastern part of state, less
concerns statewide, but don’t see as much in the west. We don’t have as many turkey hunters in spring or fall
in the west, so harvest does diminish some. Chairman Lauber – If you are going to eliminate hens from the

fall hunt, why not eliminate all together because tradition and culture behind the fall hunt is not taking toms.
I think if you do that, you changed to point that fall turkey hunters hunt. It is something, but not the same.
Erbert – Fall harvest is least resistance, basically zero. Chairman Lauber – Because not a lot of them.
Commissioner Sporer – How many dollars is the fall tag? Tymeson - $82,000 is what we estimated if we
passed what was proposed. Chairman Lauber – We don’t want to make our decisions based on the money.
Commissioner Rider – Jim, you would be okay with harvesting hens in units 1 and 2? Pitman – Support AHS
and staff recommendation (could not hear all of his comments). Commissioner Rider – In other units, hens
are critical? Pitman – Correct. They recover at a much quicker rate in the west (could not hear all of his
comments). Chairman Lauber – Due to hen harvest or weather? Pitman – It is both; weather….good
reproductive years….stabilizing population (could not hear all of his comments). Chairman Lauber – We
have a motion, an amendment, and another amendment, with second amendment not voted on.
Commissioner Gfeller – If commission agrees with input I would amend to just units 3, 5 and 6.
Commissioner Sporer – How does that complicate things? Tymeson – It is getting more complex, that is why
it is always best to have written amendments. Commissioner Sporer – I like simplicity, don’t like
complicated regulations. Pitman – NWTF not in favor of hens only. Our preference is to accept full
recommendation or no changes. Commissioner Gfeller – My thought was, not sure eliminating the season is
the answer, eliminating hens from taking to me is an answer on the numbers. It might change the experience
a little bit for a year or two if it works and then we can go back. We’ve got to do something. If staff believes
this will stabilize populations, and I understand numbers well, not biology very well; if it is cumulative a
little can become a lot at some point and I feel like we have to save the hens. Fricke – From staff standpoint,
during last four years and as part of the strategy we don’t have tom-only season as package because of
complexity; we don’t talk about shortened seasons, or one sex versus the other; we either have season in the
unit or don’t. Commissioner Rider – you are in agreement with Jim? Fricke – Yes, it goes back to original
recommendation from staff, keep as a whole or eliminate it. Commissioner Sill – What if we suspend it, what
are chances that season will come back in those units 2, 3 or 4 years down the road? Fricke – From my
perspective as turkey biologist for the state and chair of state turkey committee; state biologists come
together to discuss these things twice a year. As a committee we have heartburn on all of these things too and
talk about this for days on end. The benefit of AHS is that it doesn’t disappear but moves one notch down
and have potential to move one notch back up. We continue to look at thresholds and triggers that help us
decide when and how to move through those steps, but it stays on rung of seven different options we have to
work from. Chairman Lauber – From practical standpoint, once season is suspended or eliminated, it is
difficult to move bureaucratic system to get it back. Fricke – I believe it is the same process we are following
right now. Chairman Lauber – Except staff wouldn’t recommend it, don’t see it ever being included again.
Fricke – As biologist for the state I would not rule that out. Chairman Lauber – We have an amendment, one
that Jim says he wouldn’t support, he wants all of the staff recommendation or none of it. We have to get the
second amendment on or off the table.
The roll call vote on to approve second amendment was as follows (Exhibit QQ):
Commissioner Cross
No
Commissioner Gfeller
Yes
Commissioner Hayzlett
No
Commissioner Rider
No
Commissioner Sill
Yes
Commissioner Sporer
Yes
Commissioner Lauber
No
The second amendment as presented on KAR 115-25-5 failed 3-4.
Chairman Lauber – Now we have a motion and the original written amendment with a shortened season and
brought back fall season in those three units. Tymeson – Voting on regulation as amended.
The roll call vote on to approve KAR 115-25-5 as amended was as follows (Exhibit QQ):
Commissioner Cross
Yes
Commissioner Gfeller
Yes

Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-25-5 passed 6-1.
12. KAR 115-18-6a. Motor vehicle permits; school exemption for state parks and other areas
requiring motor vehicle permits – Linda Lanterman, Parks Division director, presented this regulation to the
Commission (Exhibit RR). Allow school districts to come in without requirement of park pass or vehicle
permits. We have fishing tournaments and days when kids come out for fun day and we want to
accommodate them. For private schools we will do those the same but through a special event form. Want to
make this clean for law enforcement and let schools know we want them out there.
Commissioner Lauren Sill moved to approve KAR 115-18-6a as presented to the Commission.
Commissioner Warren Gfeller second.
The roll call vote on to approve was as follows (Exhibit SS):
Commissioner Cross
Commissioner Gfeller
Commissioner Hayzlett
Commissioner Rider
Commissioner Sill
Commissioner Sporer
Commissioner Lauber

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion as presented on KAR 115-18-6a passed 7-0.
13. Free Park Entrance and Free Fishing Days by Secretary’s Orders – Linda Lanterman, Parks
Division director, presented this regulation to the Commission (Exhibit TT). Secretary’s Resolution for free
days for next year, one free day for all state parks - May 2, 2020 to kick off beginning of camping season;
Let’s Camp America is a national event. Also have opt outside, usually referred to as black Friday, we have
fun events where we allow people to take photos in state parks and post them on social media and we do a
drawing for cabin stays or something; to get people outside instead of shopping. Then we allow state parks
all across state a free day in their own park for whatever event they have. Free fishing day, always first
weekend in June, June 6 and 7.
No Vote Required.
XII.

OLD BUSINESS

XIII. OTHER BUSINESS
A. Future Meeting Locations and Dates
January 9, 2020 – Iola, Riverside Park Community Building
March 26, 2020 – Topeka, Kansas Historical Society
April 23, 2020 – Hutchinson, Hutchinson Zoo
June 25, 2020 – New Strawn (Burlington), New Strawn Community Center
August 20, 2020 – Meet in Beloit, tour Ring Neck Ranch in morning as invited this afternoon
XIV. ADJOURNMENT

Adjourned at 8:25 pm.

Secretary’s
Remarks

Agency and State Fiscal Status
No briefing book items – possible handout at meeting

2020 Legislature
No briefing book items – possible handout at meeting

General
Discussion

Commission Permits Update
Background

Pursuant to K.S.A. 32-970, the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism Commission
is authorized to issue up to seven Commission Big Game Permits per calendar year. Of those
seven, one may be an elk permit, one may be an antelope permit, or up to seven any deer permits
may be issued, depending on the selections of drawn applicants. The first drawing was conducted
in January 2006, when one elk and six deer permits were issued.
Qualified applicants include local chapters of nonprofit organizations based or operating in
Kansas that actively promote wildlife conservation and the hunting and fishing heritage. An
organization or chapter is eligible to receive a permit only once in a three-year period. Winning
organizations can then sell the permits to the highest bidders. Once sold, the cost of the permit is
subtracted, and 85 percent of the proceeds are sent to KDWPT, along with a conservation project
proposal. After the project is approved, the money is sent back to the organization to complete
the project. The other 15 percent can be spent at the organization’s discretion.
In 2006, 59 applications were received and the permits sold for $49,000; in 2007, there were 119
applicants and permits raised $26,974; 2008, 113 applicants and $24,200 raised; 2009, 111
applicants and $34,951 raised; 2010, 108 applicants and $47,000 raised; 2011, 100 applicants
and $41,700 raised; 2012, 104 applicants and $41,811 raised; 2013, 93 applicants and $53,200
raised; 2014, 101 applicants and $57,515 raised; 2015, 164 applicants and $53,826 raised; 2016,
138 applicants and $64,550 raised; 2017, 142 applicants and $72,850 raised; 2018, 154
applicants and $77,600 raised; and in 2019, 176 applicants and $83,750 raised.
In 2019, seven deer permits were issued to: Quail Forever Neosho Valley Chapter; three
Pheasants Forever Chapters, Solomon Valley, Flint Hills and Smoky Hill; Quail and Upland
Wildlife Federation’s Kaw Valley Chapter (incidentally this is the first chapter to have won
twice since inception of the drawing); National Wild Turkey Federation’s Arkansas Valley
Limbhangers Chapter and Ducks Unlimited’s Grant County Chapter.
Since 2006, 1,705 applications have been received and nearly $597,000 has been raised for
conservation projects. The highest price ever spent on a deer permit was $18,750 in 2010, and an
elk permit sold for $23,000 in 2006. Antelope permits have only been awarded in two drawings,
and both were traded for a deer permits. Organizations have spent the money on projects such as
“Bring Back The Bottoms,” the Pheasant Initiative, youth sport shooting programs, and youth
special hunt programs.

Boating Educator of the Year Award
The Boating Educator of the Year Award was launched by NASBLA in 2011 to recognize those
who go above to engage students and boaters, raise awareness, and make boating education
initiatives relevant, thorough and exciting.
Lieutenant, Jesse Gehrt, was acknowledged for his efforts towards recreational boating safety
and was selected as the Boating Educator of the Year for the Western Association of Boating
Administrators after being selected as the Departments Boating Educator of the Year. Jesse
became one of three finalist for the Boating Educator of the Year award for the National
Association of Boating Law Administrators and was announced as the recipient of that award
during the Annual NASBLA Fall Conference recently held in Anchorage Alaska. Lt. Gehrt’s
nomination included many accomplishments towards the promoting recreational boating safety.
A few of the highlights of his nomination included the statistic of Milford Reservoir claiming 1
to 3 drowning per year, mainly Fort Riley soldiers. During the 12 years that Lt. Gehrt worked on
Milford and his efforts to incorporate boating safety classes at the Fort Riley Military Base and
the Base owned marina, there has been 3 drownings within the 12 years total. Lt. Jesse Gehrt
also coordinated efforts with K-State to include the Kansas Recreational Boating Safety class
into a curriculum for college credit and Lt. Gehrt teaches the laws and regulation portion of the
class.
Lt. Gehrt is also sought after for his instruction for KDWPT law enforcement staff and other
agencies as well, where he is a NASBLA certified instructor in the BUI SFST and Seated Battery
instruction, KDWPT’s airboat and vessel operations instructor, Side Scan sonar instructions,
Officer Water Survival instruction, Boating and Hunter Education Instructor and one of the few
Boating Education Regional Coordinators. Over the course of his career, Lt. Gehrt averages
between 21 to 25 educational and instructional courses per year.
Officer Jesse Gehrt has attended several NASBLA conferences, and in 2018 was a Graduate of
the NASBLA Leadership Academy.

Walleye Telemetry Study at Glen Elder Reservoir
No briefing book items – possible handout at meeting

Night Hunting - Use of Light, Night Vision and Thermal Imaging Equipment
115-5-1. Furbearers and coyotes; legal equipment, taking methods, and general provisions.
(4) optical scopes or sights that project no visible light toward the target and do not
electronically amplify visible or infrared light.
Commissioners and staff have received requests and inquiries about the use of thermal imaging
and night vision equipment for coyote control or predator hunting at night. Most recently, there
was a request for a clarification on the use of thermal imaging equipment for coyote control
under an Animal Damage Control (ADC) permit. After internal discussions, staff have provided
a list of discussion items that require public input and guidance from the Commission.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational hunting opportunity or strictly coyote control
ADC permit regulations
Control options currently legal for operators or landowners
If recreational hunting is considered, fair chase must be discussed.
Equipment: red light, spotlight, night vision, thermal imaging, gun mounted, vehicle
mounted, shotgun only, caliber restriction, rimfire/centerfire
Species: Coyotes only, some furbearers, all furbearers
Where legal: Public land or private land, from roads
Hunting methods: From a vehicle, on foot only, distance from vehicle/road, calling
versus shining
Season: Year-round or outside of deer seasons, Jan. 1-March 31
Who can hunt? Age restrictions, landowner/tenants/ special permit required
Special restrictions: Electronic check-in, call-in with local sheriff’s department, written
permission required
Poaching enforcement issues
Recreational spotlighting (K.S.A. 32-1003 Methods of taking wildlife. (a) It is
unlawful . . . (7) for any person, unless authorized by law or rules and regulations of the
secretary, to: throw or cast the rays of a spotlight, headlight or other artificial light on
any highway, roadway, field, grassland, woodland or forest for the purpose of spotting,
locating or taking any wildlife, while having in possession or control, either singly or as
one of a group of persons, any rifle, pistol, shotgun, bow or other implement whereby
wildlife could be taken, except that nothing in this subsection shall be construed to
prohibit a person from carrying a weapon while using artificial light for conducting
surveillance, actively caring for agricultural equipment or livestock or conducting
activities described in subsection (c)(2) of K.S.A. 32-1002 and amendments thereto,
when on land under the person's control, if the person owns such land, is in lawful
possession of such land or is regularly employed for purposes of livestock or
agricultural production or management on such land.)

Summary of Midwestern States’ Regulations on Coyote and Furbearer Night Hunting
Date: March 2018
States were queried as to their regulations on allowing night hunting and use of artificial light or
night vision for hunting coyotes and furbearers at night. Regulations were looked up online for
those that did not respond. Exemptions for animals trapped or treed with dogs are not considered
here. States were also asked whether safety, poaching or other law enforcement issues have
arisen as a result of these regulations. No particular concerns were expressed.
States that do not allow use of lights for hunting at night:
IA, MO, OK, WI
States that restrict who may use lights for hunting at night:
SD – Landowners and guest(s) may take coyotes and furbearers with lights or nightvision.
Those using lights may only use shotguns or .22 rifles. Those using night vision may use
rifles with ammo <.225 in. Guests must have written permission to go without landowner.
WY – Landowners or those with written permission may take predators with lights for
protection of property
States that allow use of lights for hunting at night for fox and coyote only:
IN – only while hunting on foot
MN – Jan.1 – Mar. 15, may use handheld light while on foot (may not be w/in 200 feet of
vehicle) and not on public right of way, with shotgun and calling device only
States that allow use of lights for hunting at night for coyote, fox and other furbearers:
CO – allowed on private lands, permit required to do so on public lands
IL – outside of FA deer season, on foot only, may use handheld light or night vision scope
KT - allows harvest of coyote from Feb.1-May 31 by shotgun with a light not attached to or
from a vehicle. Raccoon and opossum may be harvested with a light, except by boat.
MI – must be using dogs or calling while using lights, also device and ammo restrictions
NE – only on foot, light can’t be attached to vehicle or boat
ND – must hunt exclusively on foot using a predator call and night vision (no lights) for fox
and coyote. For raccoon, must use a power source of 6 volts or less and a red or amber filter
on light, and firearm must be .22 caliber rimfire or .410 shotgun or smaller
OH – Persons hunting foxes, coyotes, or raccoons with a call from a stationary position
may use a single beam of light of any color. Night vision scopes are allowed for coyote
hunting except during firearm or muzzleloader deer seasons.
TX – no special restrictions

K.A.R. 115-18-10
Importation and possession of certain wildlife; prohibition, permit
requirement, and restrictions – Monk Parakeet
Background
The Monk Parakeet is native to Argentina and the surrounding countries in South America. A
popular bird in the pet trade, thousands have been imported into the U.S. since the 1950s.
The communal nest building behavior of Monk Parakeets allows them to readily adapt to
landscape change and to colonize in areas with colder winter climates than their region of origin.
Self-sustaining feral populations have been established in at least 12 U.S. states, with some as far
north as New York, Illinois, and Washington.
Communal nests are built from sticks and can become so heavy that they cause their supporting
structures to collapse. Frequently utilized support structures include power poles/lines, radio
towers, church steeples and trees.
Monk Parakeets have been on the Kansas prohibited species list since at least 1978. Concern
regarding the establishment of self-sustaining feral populations in Kansas and the potential
threats to agriculture, utilities, and native birds, were the reasons for including the Monk
Parakeet on the prohibited species list.
In the 12 states with established feral populations, utility companies spend millions of dollars
each year conducting nest removals and other management activities. Current established
populations of Monk Parakeets in the U.S. have been increasing exponentially; doubling every
six to seven years. In Florida alone, recent population estimates are approaching 500,000.

Discussion & Recommendations
No changes are recommended for this regulation at this time.
While major issues with crop damage have not been cited in areas with feral populations, the
potential for costly impacts to utilities are well founded. This, coupled with the unknown impacts
to native species via displacement and/or the introduction of parasites and disease, make any
importation an unacceptable risk.
Once established, the control or eradication of invasive species is extremely costly. Preventing
introduction and establishment is highly preferable.

KDWPT WATERFOWL SEASON BRIEFING
January 9, 2020
BACKGROUND
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) annually develop frameworks from which states
are able to establish migratory game bird hunting seasons. These frameworks establish maximum
bag and possession limits, season lengths, and earliest opening and latest closing dates. States
must operate within these frameworks when establishing state-specific migratory game bird
seasons. The following are background material and USFWS frameworks for which Kansas may
establish Kansas’ 2020-21 waterfowl hunting seasons.
SEPTEMBER TEAL SEASON - Blue-winged teal are one of the earliest migrating waterfowl, with
most migrating through Kansas from August through October, often prior to the opening of
general duck seasons. Green-winged teal are also early migrants but are commonly found in
Kansas throughout the fall and winter. Cinnamon teal are occasionally found mixed with flocks
of blue-winged teal in Kansas. Special teal seasons were initiated to provide additional harvest
opportunities for blue-winged and green-winged teal when their populations are above certain
thresholds. States can offer a 9-day September teal season when the blue-winged teal breeding
population index (BPI) is above 3.3 million and a 16-day season is permitted when the bluewinged teal BPI exceeds 4.7 million. The most recent blue-winged teal BPI of 5.4 million allows
a 16-day season for 2020 teal season. In the High Plains Unit of Kansas (west of Highway 283),
the liberal package framework allows for 97 days of general duck season. Coupled with two
youth hunting days, the addition of a nine- or 16-day teal season would exceed the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act’s maximum allowance of 107 annual hunting days for any one migratory
species. Thus, when the liberal package for the regular duck season is available and a teal season
can be held, it is necessary to reduce the High Plains Unit teal season to eight days or reduce
days in the High Plains Unit general duck season as not to exceed 107 hunting days. For the past
eight seasons, a nine-day teal season coupled with a 96-day regular duck season has been
selected in the High Plains Unit to satisfy this criterion.
DUCK, MERGANSER, AND COOT SEASONS - Since 1995, Adaptive Harvest Management (AHM)
has been adopted for setting duck hunting regulations in the United States. The AHM approach
provides the framework for making objective decisions through four regulatory packages listed
below. Optimal AHM strategies are calculated using: (1) harvest-management objectives specific
to each mallard stock; (2) regulatory alternatives; and (3) current population models and
associated weights for midcontinent mallards. The four AHM regulatory alternatives are:
- Liberal Alternative
o Season Length: 74-day Low Plains Season, 97-day High Plains Season
o Daily bag limit: 6 birds with various species restrictions.
- Moderate Alternative
o Season Length: 60-day Low Plains Season, 83-day High Plains Season
o Daily bag limit: 6 birds with various species restrictions.
- Restrictive Alternative
o Season Length: 39-day Low Plains Season, 51-day High Plains Season
o Daily bag limit: 3 birds with various species restrictions.
- Closed Alternative

The final USFWS federal frameworks have not been released. However, it is anticipated the
prescribed regulatory choice for the 2020-21 general duck season is the liberal alternative with
no changes from the 2019-20 season.
GOOSE SEASONS - Harvest prescriptions for the Central Flyway’s goose populations are based on
population and harvest objectives as specified in population specific management plans. There
are no expected changes in harvest prescriptions for geese from the 2019-20 season.
YOUTH WATERFOWL HUNTING DAYS - States may select two days per duck-hunting zone,
designated as “Youth Waterfowl Hunting Days,” in addition to their regular duck seasons.
VETERANS AND ACTIVE MILITARY WATERFOWL HUNTING DAYS - States may select two days per
duck-hunting zone, designated as “Veteran and Active Military Waterfowl Hunting Days,” in
addition to their regular duck seasons.
EXTENDED FALCONRY SEASON - In addition to general waterfowl seasons, falconers may take
migratory game birds during the special "extended" falconry season. The combined total number
of days of take (i.e., teal season, general waterfowl season, and falconry) cannot exceed the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act imposed maximum allowable 107 annual hunting days for any one
species. This allows for additional 15 hawking days for waterfowl in Kansas Low Plain zones.

ANTICIPATED 2020-21 WATERFOWL USFWS FRAMEWORK
SEPTEMBER TEAL SEASON
Season Dates:
Between September 1, 2020 and September 30, 2020
Season Length:
16 days
Daily Bag Limit:
6 teal (any combination of teal)
Possession Limit:
18 teal in possession (any combination of teal)
Shooting Hours:
One-half hour before sunrise to sunset
Zones/ Split:
No zones or splits options
DUCK, MERGANSER, AND COOT SEASONS
Season Dates:
Between the September 26, 2020 and January 31, 2021
Season Length:
High Plains Unit: 97 days. The last 23 days may start no earlier than
December 07, 2019
Low Plains Unit: 74 days
Daily Bag Limit:
Duck: 6 ducks, with species and sex restrictions as follows: 5 mallards
(no more than 2 of which may be females), 3 scaup, 3 wood ducks, 2
redheads, 2 canvasbacks, and 1 pintail.
Merganser: 5 mergansers of which only 2 may be hooded mergansers.
States have the option to include mergansers in the duck daily bag limit,
in which case the daily limit of merganser would be the same as the
duck bag limit (6), of which two may be hooded mergansers
Coot: 15 coots
Possession Limit:
Three times the daily bag limit.
Shooting Hours:
One-half hour before sunrise until sunset
Zones/ Split:
High Plains – no zones and up to two segments
Low Plains – 3 zones with each having up to two segments
or no zones with three segments
Ducks zones are visited every 5 years. Next zone configuration window
will be in 2021.
GOOSE SEASONS
Season Dates:

Season Length:

Dark Geese (all geese except Ross’s and snow geese): between
September 26, 2020 and February 14, 2021
Light Geese (Ross’s and Snow): between September 26, 2020 and March
10, 2021
Light Goose Conservation Order: between January 1, 2021 and April 30,
2021 (KAR 115-18-16). Must be held outside of all other waterfowl
seasons
Dark Geese:
Canada geese (or any other dark goose species except white-fronted
geese) not to exceed 107 days
White-fronted geese - states may select either a season of:
Option A: 74 days with a bag limit of 3
Option B: 88-day season with a bag limit of 2
Light Geese: not to exceed 107 days

Daily Bag Limit:

Possession Limit:

Shooting Hours:

Zones/ Split:

Light Goose Conservation Order: Must be held outside of all other
waterfowl seasons
Dark Geese:
Canada geese (or any other dark goose species except white-fronted
geese) 8 geese
White-fronted geese - states may select either a season of:
Option A: 74 days with a bag limit of 3
Option B: 88-day season with a bag limit of 2
Light Geese: 50 light geese
Light Goose Conservation Order: No daily bag limit
Dark Geese: Three times the daily bag limit
Light Geese: No possession limit
Light Goose Conservation Order: No possession limit
General Goose Seasons: One-half hour before sunrise to sunset
Light Goose Conservation Season: One-half hour before sunrise to onehalf hour after sunset
General Goose Seasons: No zones and up to two segments
Light Goose Conservation Season: No zones or splits

SPECIAL YOUTH, VETERAN, AND ACTIVE MILITARY PERSONNEL WATERFOWL HUNTING DAYS
States may select two days per duck-hunting zone, designated as “Youth Waterfowl Hunting
Days,” and two days per duck-hunting zone, designated as “Veterans and Active Military
Personnel Waterfowl Hunting Days,” in addition to their regular duck seasons. The days may be
held concurrently. The Youth Waterfowl Hunting Days must be held outside any regular duck
season on weekends, holidays, or other non-school days when youth hunters would have the
maximum opportunity to participate. Both sets of days may be held up to 14 days before or after
any regular duck-season frameworks or within any split of a regular duck season, or within any
other open season on migratory birds.
Daily Bag Limits: The daily bag limits may include ducks, geese, swans, mergansers, coots,
moorhens, and gallinules and would be the same as those allowed in the regular duck season.
Flyway species and area restrictions would remain in effect.
Shooting Hours: One-half hour before sunrise to sunset.
Participation Restrictions for Youth Waterfowl Hunting Days: States may use their established
definition of age for youth hunters. However, youth hunters must be under the age of 18. In
addition, an adult at least 18 years of age must accompany the youth hunter into the field.
This adult may not duck hunt but may participate in other seasons that are open on the
special youth day. Youth hunters 16 years of age and older must possess a Federal Migratory
Bird Hunting and Conservation Stamp (also known as Federal Duck Stamp).
Participation Restrictions for Veterans and Active Military Personnel Waterfowl Hunting Days:
Veterans (as defined in section 101 of title 38, United States Code) and members of the
Armed Forces on active duty, including members of the National Guard and Reserves on
active duty (other than for training), may participate. All hunters must possess a Federal
Migratory Bird Hunting and Conservation Stamp (also known as Federal Duck Stamp).

EXTENDED FALCONRY SEASON
Season Dates:
Between September 1, 2020 and March 10, 2021
Season Length:
For all hunting methods combined, the combined length of the extended
season, regular season, and any special or experimental seasons must not
exceed 107 days for any species or group of species in a geographical
area.
Daily Bag Limit:
No more than 3 migratory game birds, singly or in the aggregate
Possession Limit:
Three times the daily bag limit
Hawking Hours:
One-half hour before sunrise to sunset
Zones/ Split:
Each extended season may be divided into a maximum of three segments

Table 1. Kansas September Teal Season Dates and September Teal Harvest from 1992 to 2019

Year

Low
Plains
Dates

Hunting
Days

1992*
1993*
1994*
1995*
1996*
1997*
1998*
1999*
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Sept 12-20
Sept 11-19
Sept 10-18
Sept 16-24
Sept 14-22
Sept 13-21
Sept 12-27
Sept 11-26
Sept 9-24
Sept 15-30
Sept 21-29
Sept 13-28
Sept 18-26
Sept 17-25
Sept 9-24
Sept 8-23
Sept 13-28
Sept 12-27
Sept 11-26
Sept 10-25
Sept 8-23
Sept 7-22
Sept 13-28
Sept 12-27
Sept 10-25
Sept 9-24
Sept 8-23
Sept 14-29

9
9
9
9
9
9
16
16
16
16
9
16
9
9
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

High
Plains
Dates

Green- BlueHunting Bag
Total
winged winged
Days
Limit
Harvest
Teal
Teal
4
Sept 12-20
9
4,267 12,902 17,169
4
Sept 11-19
9
1,081
5,604
6,685
4
Sept 10-18
9
2,217
7,083
9,300
4
Sept 16-24
9
1,896 10,227 12,123
4
Sept 14-22
9
1,415 17,115 18,530
4
Sept 13-21
9
2,367 14,858 17,225
4
Sept 12-20
9
8,454 19,727 28,181
4
Sept 11-19
9
3,052 28,022 31,074
4
Sept 9-16
8
4,621 27,724 32,345
4
Sept 15-22
8
1,790 10,741 12,531
4
Sept 21-28
8
3,783
8,723
12,506
4
Sept 20-27
8
9,024 21,393 30,417
4
Sept 18-25
8
2,901 19,173 22,074
4
Sept 17-24
8
2,200 10,387 12,587
4
Sept 16-23
8
4,733 23,664 28,397
4
Sept 15-22
8
4,534 25,582 30,116
4
Sept 13-20
8
7,200 15,120 22,320
4
Sept 19-26
8
2,775 15,165 17,940
4
Sept 18-26
9
1,812 16,829 18,641
4
Sept 17-25
9
1,748 22,562 24,310
4
Sept 15-23
9
4,298 19,420 23,718
6
Sept 14-22
9
2,323 28,213 30,536
6
Sept 20-28
9
2,806 36,736 39,542
6
Sept 19-27
9
3,620 28,504 32,124
6
Sept 17-25
9
3,172 22,910 26,082
6
Sept 16-24
9
4,821 13,329 18,150
6
Sept 15-23
9
3,091 33,918 37,009
6
Sept 21-29
9
N/A** N/A** N/A**
1999-2018 Average 3,715 21,406 25,121

* Years prior to 1999, harvest estimates are based on USFWS Mail Survey Questionnaire.
Harvest estimates from 1999 to current are based on Harvest Information Program (HIP).
** Harvest Data is not available until August.

Figure 1. Kansas Duck Hunting Zones

Table 2. Historic season dates by zone in Kansas from 1994 to 2019
Year

Season
Days

1996

60 +23HP

1997

74 +23 HP

1998

74 +23 HP

1999

74 +23 HP

2000

74 +23 HP

2001

74 +23 HP

2002

74 +23 HP

2003

74 +23 HP

2004

74 +23 HP

2005

74 +23 HP

2006

74 +23 HP

2007

74 +23 HP

2008

74 +23 HP

2009

74 +23 HP

2010

74 +23 HP

2011

74 +23 HP

2012

74 +23 HP

2013

74 +23 HP

2014

74 +23 HP

2015

74 +23 HP

2016

74 +23 HP

2017

74 +23 HP

2018

74 +23 HP

2019

74 +23 HP

High Plains
(HP)
Oct 12 - Dec 1
Dec 7 - Jan 7
Oct 4 - Jan 4
Jan 15 - Jan 18
Oct 3 - Jan 3
Jan 14 - Jan 17
Oct 2 - Jan 2
Jan 20 - Jan 23
Sep 30 - Jan 1
Jan 19 - Jan 21
Oct 6 - Jan 1
Jan 12 - Jan 20
Oct 12 - Jan 7
Jan 18 - Jan 26
Oct 11 - Jan 6
Jan 17 - Jan 25
Oct 9 - Jan 4
Jan 22 - Jan 30
Oct 8 - Jan 3
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Oct 7 - Jan 2
Jan 20 - Jan 28
Oct 6 - Jan 1
Jan 19 - Jan 27
Oct 4 - Dec 30
Jan 17 - Jan 25
Oct 10 - Jan 5
Jan 23 - Jan 31
Oct 9 - Jan 3
Jan 22 - Jan 30
Oct 8 - Jan 2
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Oct 6 - Dec 30
Jan 19 - Jan 27
Oct 5 - Dec 2
Dec 21 - Jan 26
Oct 11 - Dec 8
Dec 20 - Jan 25
Oct 10 – Jan 4
Jan 23 - Jan 31
Oct 8 – Jan 1
Jan 20 - Jan 29
Oct 7 – Jan 1
Jan 20 - Jan 28
Oct 13 – Dec 31
Jan 12 - Jan 27
Oct 12 – Jan 5
Jan 17 - Jan 26

Low Plains
Early
Oct 12 - Dec 1
Dec 21 - Dec 29
Oct 4 - Dec 7
Dec 20 - Dec 28
Oct 10 - Dec 13
Dec 26 - Jan 3
Oct 9 - Dec 12
Dec 25 - Jan 2
Oct 7 - Dec 10
Dec 23 - Dec 31
Oct 13 - Dec 16
Dec 24 - Jan 1
Oct 12 - Dec 15
Dec 24 - Jan 1
Oct 11 - Dec 14
Dec 26 - Jan 3
Oct 9 - Dec 12
Dec 25 - Jan 2
Oct 15 - Dec 11
Dec 17 - Jan 1
Oct 14 - Dec 10
Dec 16 - Dec 31
Oct 13 - Dec 9
Dec 15 - Dec 30
Oct 11- Dec 7
Dec 20 - Jan 4
Oct 10 - Dec 6
Dec 19 - Jan 3
Oct 9 - Dec 5
Dec 18 - Jan 2
Oct 8 - Dec 4
Dec 17 - Jan 1
Oct 6 - Dec 2
Dec 15- Dec 30
Oct 5 - Dec 1
Dec 21 - Jan 5
Oct 11 - Dec 7
Dec 20 - Jan 4
Oct 10 - Dec 6
Dec 19 - Jan 3
Oct 8 - Dec 4
Dec 17 - Jan 1
Oct 7 - Dec 3
Dec 16 - Dec 31
Oct 13 - Dec 16
Dec 22 - Dec 30
Oct 12 - Dec 8
Dec 14 - Dec 29

Low Plains
Late
Nov 2 - Dec 15
Dec 21 - Jan 5
Oct 25 - Dec 14
Dec 20 - Jan 11
Oct 24 - Nov 1
Nov 7 - Jan 10
Oct 23 - Oct 31
Nov 6 - Jan 9
Oct 21 - Oct 29
Nov 4 - Jan 7
Oct 27 - Nov 4
Nov 10 - Jan 13
Oct 26 - Nov 3
Nov 9 - Jan 12
Oct 25 - Nov 2
Nov 8 - Jan 11
Oct 30 - Jan 2
Jan 22 - Jan 30
Oct 29 - Jan 1
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Oct 28 - Dec 31
Jan 20 - Jan 28
Oct 27 - Dec 30
Jan 19 - Jan 27
Oct 25 - Dec 28
Jan 17 - Jan 25
Oct 31 - Jan 3
Jan 23 - Jan 31
Oct 30 - Jan 2
Jan 22 - Jan 30
Oct 29 - Jan 1
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Oct 27 - Dec 30
Jan 19 - Jan 27
Oct 26 - Dec 29
Jan 18 - Jan 26
Nov 01 – Jan 04
Jan 17 - Jan 25
Oct 31 – Jan 3
Jan 23 - Jan 31
Oct 29 – Jan 1
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Oct 28 – Dec 31
Jan 20 - Jan 28
Oct 27 – Dec 30
Jan 19 - Jan 27
Oct 26 – Dec 29
Jan 18 - Jan 26

Low Plains
Southeast
---------------Nov 5 - Jan 8
Jan 21 - Jan 29
Nov 15 - Jan 27
Nov 2 – Nov 3
Nov 16 - Jan 26
Nov 8 – Nov 9
Nov 15 - Jan 25
Nov 14 – Jan 3
Jan 9 - Jan 31
Nov 12 – Jan 1
Jan 7 - Jan 29
Nov 11 – Dec 31
Jan 6 - Jan 28
Nov 10 – Jan 6
Jan 12 - Jan 27
Nov 9 – Jan 5
Jan 11 - Jan 26

Table 3. The 2019 duck population and pond estimate from the annual Waterfowl Breeding
Population and Habitat Survey and comparison to 2018 and long-term average (1955-2018).
Numbers are in millions. The 2020 population and pond estimates are not available until late
July.
Species
Mallard
Gadwall
American Wigeon
Green-winged Teal
Blue-winged Teal
Northern Shoveler
Northern Pintail
Redhead
Canvasback
Scaup
Total Ducks
May Pond Counts

2019
9.4
3.3
2.8
3.2
5.4
3.7
2.3
0.7
0.7
3.6
38.9
5.0

% Change from
2018
+2%
+13%
0
+4%
-16%
-13%
-4%
-27%
-5%
-10%
-6%
-5%

% Change LTA
+19%
+61%
+8%
+47%
+6%
+39%
-42%
0
+10%
-28%
+10%
-5%

Figure 2. Estimates of active duck hunters, duck hunting days and duck harvest in Kansas from
1999 to 2018 based upon the Harvest Information Program. The 2019 harvest data is not
available until late July.
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Table 4. All Seasons (teal and regular) estimates of active duck hunters, season duck harvest,
and average duck per hunter, average seasonal bag per hunter, and total duck hunter days in
Kansas from 1999 to 2018 as estimated by the Harvest Information Program. The 2019 harvest
data is not available until late July.

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
1999-2017
Average
% Change
from 2017
% Change
from LTA

7.5
7.2
6.2
6.7
7.1
6.5
7.6
6.7
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.1
7.1
7.1
6.3
5.8
5.0
6.2
3.7
4.1

Average
Seasonal Duck
Bag
13.9
15.2
11.1
13.9
15.5
14.2
13.7
12.8
12.7
13.9
13.6
14.3
15.0
13.7
15.8
15.9
12.1
12.8
8.7
9.7

Duck
Hunter
Days
126,800
107,400
100,989
102,744
107,600
124,000
87,700
85,416
82,149
106,154
92,081
79,064
96,138
90,851
105,344
101,802
98,300
87,300
66,100
74,900

180,916

6.4

13.5

97,256

+1%

0

+12

+11%

+13%

+18%

-24%

-15%

-36%

-28%

Active Duck
Hunters

Duck
Harvest

Average Duck
Hunter Days

16,900
14,900
16,344
15,426
15,100
19,200
11,600
12,663
13,021
16,531
14,259
13,053
13,534
12,739
16,847
17,700
19,600
14,000
17,900
18,100

234,300
227,900
180,800
214,600
233,600
271,200
158,000
162,100
165,800
230,400
194,400
187,100
202,400
174,600
265,900
228,300
236,200
179,200
156,100
174,600

15,325

Table 5. Duck species composition in the Kansas regular duck season harvest from 1999 to 2018 and as estimated by the Harvest
Information Program. The 2019 harvest data is not available until late July.
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
1999-2017
Average
% Change
from 2017
% Change
LTA

Total
Duck
Harvest
203,226
195,555
168,267
202,093
203,184
249,126
145,413
133,701
135,523
208,056
176,862
168,422
178,112
150,901
235,335
188,655
204.053
153,083
137,833
137,540

27,189
29,363
19,154
36,572
41,063
41,374
21,629
30,594
27,687
34,080
27,589
30,940
29,553
32,473
34,188
13,648
31,068
13,981
19,380
14,722

Greenwinged
Teal
21,918
27,872
20,049
31,423
24,536
29,012
13,197
11,156
22,182
22,560
23,569
15,276
18,113
9,232
32,861
22,067
17,193
16,566
15,126
18,219

Bluewinged
Teal
6,936
2,385
1,074
3,468
4,258
6,812
1,588
1,183
1,296
3,840
3,654
3,366
4,131
1,910
20,414
11,225
11,312
4,699
3,025
4,636

91,546

28,501

20,732

0%

11%

-24%

-24%

-22%

-48%

Mallard

Gadwall

114,167
102,846
97,739
93,112
95,711
133,582
84,193
55,780
61,041
98,160
80,574
76,639
85,163
78,157
94,432
114,417
112,358
95,986
65,323
72,553

178,747

Pintail

American
Wigeon

Northern
Shoveler

Wood
Duck

Diving
Ducks*

5,410
7,453
7,339
4,624
4,157
3,280
3,666
2,704
2,591
6,872
5,664
5,437
5,243
6,367
12,115
4,847
6,033
5,169
4,160
3.335

7,075
12,520
6,265
13,032
15,513
13,371
7,332
7,944
6,638
17,760
11,511
8,415
8,262
7,959
9,460
4,975
9,803
3,760
7,185
4,880

4,578
1,789
3,401
3,783
4,258
5,298
4,277
6,254
4,210
2,400
7,674
9,321
8,262
2,706
12,945
4,592
4,524
3,290
7,468
4,474

4,439
2,683
3,938
3,153
3,751
3,027
1,589
2,874
1,133
3,600
3,106
3,366
2,224
1,114
2,655
1,531
1,508
1,645
1,512
1,464

10,404
7,154
8,055
10,614
8,315
10,595
7,453
14,198
7,125
16,864
11,876
14,369
14,777
9,869
15,435
10,716
8,897
6,578
11,818
8,946

5,083

5,428

9,409

5,317

2,571

10,765

+20%

53%

-20%

-32%

-40%

-3%

-24%

-13%

-11%

-39%

47%

-47%

-43%

-17%

* includes redhead, canvasback, ring-necked duck, lesser scaup, greater scaup, goldeneye and ruddy duck

Table 6. Kansas goose seasons from 2006 to 2019.

Light
Goose

Season
Days/
Daily
Bag Limit

Season

Canada
Goose

Days/
Daily
Bag Limit

2006

Oct 28 - Oct 29
Nov 08 - Feb 18

105/3

Oct 28 - Oct 29
Nov 08 - Feb 18

105/20

2007

Oct 27 Oct 28
Nov 07 - Feb 17

105/3

Oct 27 Oct 28
Nov 07 - Feb 17

105/20

2008

Oct 25 - Oct 26
Nov 05 - Feb 15

105/3

Oct 25 - Oct 26
Nov 05 - Feb 15

105/20

2009

Oct 31 - Nov 08
Nov 11 - Feb 14

105/3

Oct 31 - Nov 08
Nov 11 - Feb 14

105/20

2010

Oct 30 - Nov 07
Nov 10 - Feb 13

105/3

Oct 30 - Nov 07
Nov 10 - Feb 13

105/20

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Oct 29 - Nov 06
Nov 09 - Feb 12
Oct 27 - Nov 04
Nov 07 - Feb 10
Oct 26 - Nov 03
Nov 06 - Feb 09
Nov 01 - Nov
09
Nov 12 - Feb 15
Oct 31 - Nov 01
Nov 04 - Feb 14
Oct 29 - Jan 01
Jan 04 - Feb 12
Oct 28 – Oct 29
Nov 08 - Feb 18
Oct 27 – Oct 28
Nov 07 - Feb 17
Oct 26 – Oct 27
Nov 06 - Feb 17

105/3
105/3
105/3
105/3
105/6
105/6
105/6
105/6
105/6

Oct 29 - Nov 06
Nov 09 - Feb 12
Oct 27 - Nov 04
Nov 07 - Feb 10
Oct 26 - Nov 03
Nov 06 - Feb 09
Nov 01 - Nov
09
Nov 12 - Feb 15
Oct 31 - Nov 01
Nov 04 - Feb 14
Oct 29 - Jan 01
Jan 04 - Feb 12
Oct 28 – Oct 29
Nov 08 - Feb 18
Oct 27 – Oct 28
Nov 07 - Feb 17
Oct 26 – Oct 27
Nov 07 - Feb 16

105/20
105/20
105/20
105/50
105/50
105/50
105/50
105/50
105/50

White-fronted
Goose
Oct 28 - Oct 29
Nov 08 - Jan 07
Feb 10 - Feb 18
Oct 27 - Oct 28
Nov 07 - Jan 06
Feb 09 - Feb 17
Oct 25 - Oct 26
Nov 05 - Jan 04
Feb 07 - Feb 15
Oct 31 - Nov 08
Nov 11 - Jan 03
Feb 06 - Feb 14
Oct 30 - Nov 07
Nov 10 - Jan 02
Feb 05 - Feb 13
Oct 29 - Jan 01
Feb 04 - Feb 12
Oct 27 - Dec 30
Feb 02 - Feb 10
Oct 26 - Dec 29
Feb 01 - Feb 09
Nov 01 - Dec 14
Jan 17 - Feb 15
Oct 31 - Jan 03
Jan 23 - Feb 14
Oct 29 - Jan 01
Jan 21 - Feb 12
Oct 28 – Dec 31
Jan 27 - Feb 18
Oct 27 – Dec 30
Jan 26 - Feb 17
Oct 26 – Dec 29
Jan 25 - Feb 16

Days/
Daily
Bag
Limit
72/2

72/2

72/2

72/2

72/2
74/2
74/2
74/2
74/2
74/2
74/2
88/2
88/2
88/2

Figure 3. Estimates of active goose hunters, goose hunting days and goose harvest in Kansas
from 1999 to 2018 based upon the Harvest Information Program. The 2019 harvest data is not
available until late July.

Table 7. Estimates of active goose hunters, goose harvest, average goose per hunter, average seasonal bag per hunter, total goose hunter
days, and regular season harvest for Canada, light goose and white-fronted geese in Kansas from 1999 to 2018 based upon the by the
Harvest Information Program. The 2019 harvest data is not available until late July.

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
1999-2017
Average
% Change
from 2017
% Change
LTA

Active
Goose
Hunters

Total
Goose
Harvest

14,400
17,300
15,715
15,248
16,100
15,500
12,000
12,038
14,294
14,692
12,213
10,700
12,900
11,207
15,543
13,700
14,100
15,100
12,300
13,700

85,700
119,000
87,499
115,400
159,700
103,700
108,300
90,400
84,699
120,900
115,201
75,800
91,653
92,367
151,837
218,300
108,900
127,998
114,800
65,800

Avg.
Goose
Hunter
Days
6.5
6.5
5.7
5.2
7.2
6.3
7.1
5.1
5.6
5.7
6.5
5.3
5.9
6.5
5.7
5.9
4.1
6.3
4.7
3.5

Avg. Goose
Seasonal
Bag

Goose
Hunter
Days

Canada
Goose
Harvest

Light
Goose
Harvest

5.9
6.9
5.6
7.6
9.9
6.7
9.1
7.5
5.9
8.2
9.4
7.1
7.1
8.3
9.8
15.9
7.7
8.5
9.3
4.8

93,300
112,200
89,663
79,771
116,200
98,000
84,800
60,994
79,723
83,525
78,955
56,936
75,795
73,084
88,386
80,287
58,200
95,000
57,900
48,500

66,255
98,005
72,707
80,982
123,866
80,118
99,178
59,566
59,968
87,067
92,267
66,494
51,900
72,204
108,657
166,812
71,175
96,863
95,786
50,579

12,048
8,164
4,405
18,222
19,263
16,481
3,689
12,848
10,943
12,540
4,267
4,459
19,876
13,016
27,253
32,409
21,928
14,222
14,255
12,864

Whitefronted
Goose
Harvest
5,476
11,303
4,721
8,966
9,735
5,688
970
2,336
13,788
16,325
12,267
4,847
19,877
7,127
15,927
19,064
15.817
16,913
4,752
2,339

13,948

114,354

5.9

8.2

82,249

86,835

14,226

10,310

38,358

+11%

-43%

-25%

-48%

-16%

-47%

-10%

-51%

+14%

-2%

-42%

-40%

-42%

-41%

-42%

-10%

-77%

+104%

Light Goose
Conservation
Season
11,165
11,937
35,138
17,087
65,608
25,272
18,802
12,711
4,260
11,924
15,244
53,863
62,092
72,447
92,825
55,271

41,416
45,501
73,295
78,285

Workshop
Session

KANSAS DUCK HUNTING ZONE BOUNDARIES
JANUARY 9, 2020

BACKGROUND
Zoning is the establishment of independent seasons in two or more areas (zones) within the state
for the purpose of providing equitable distribution of harvest opportunities. Zoning enhances the
state’s ability to match season dates with available habitat types, migration chronology, and
season preferences of duck hunters for specific areas.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) considers states’ requests to change their duck
hunting zone boundaries every five years. The next opportunity for Kansas to alter boundaries of
its duck zones, if it chooses, will be for the 2021-22 season. The USFWS must be notified by
May 1, 2020 of any proposed changes. Below are the federal guidelines for zoning:
1) A zone is a geographic area or portion of a state, with a contiguous boundary, for which
independent dates may be selected for the regular duck season.
2) Changes for management-unit boundaries (i.e. High Plains Unit) are not subject to the
guidelines and provisions governing the use of zones and split seasons for ducks.
3) Only minor (less than a county in size) boundary changes will be allowed for any
grandfathered arrangement and changes are limited to the open season. (Kansas has no
grandfathered boundaries).
4) Once a zone/split option is selected, it must remain in place for the following five years.
State may continue the configuration used in the previous five-year period. If changes are
made, the zone/split-season configuration must conform to one of the following options:
1) No more than four zones with no splits
2) No more than 2 zones with option for two splits (three segments)
3) No more than 3 zones with option for one split (two segments)
NOTE: Although the zone boundaries are in place for five-year intervals, season dates and bag
limits may be adjusted annually. If no changes are adopted, the zones will continue as they were
during the 2016-2020 waterfowl seasons.
DISCUSSION
Physiographically diverse states have added difficulty in selecting season dates that will
accommodate hunted duck species (early vs. late migrants) and hunting style (i.e. marshes,
fields, reservoirs, rivers). This is especially true for mid-latitude states like Kansas. Although
zoning can add regulation complexity, zones/splits are a means to allocate season dates in
waterfowl diverse states (diversity in habitats, waterfowl and hunters) and thus provide
greater hunting opportunities.
Kansas waterfowl hunters are just as diverse as Kansas waterfowl hunting opportunities.
KDWPT typically receives strong – and often conflicting – opinions about seasons. Some
hunters prefer early seasons while others prefer hunting in later seasons. Zones and splits are
tools that help serve a broad constituent base. Zoning effectively increases season length for
hunters willing to travel. The benefits of zoning increase under restrictive season length
frameworks, as were in place from 1988 through 1992 (39-day total season length).

As zones/splits are a hunter preference issue, KDWPT has greatly integrated hunter feedback
into its decision-making process. Six public meetings were held around the state in early August
of 2019 to garner waterfowl hunter input. Locations included Hays (August 5), Great Bend
(August 6), Wichita (August 7), Manhattan (August 12), Pittsburg (August 13), and Kansas City
(August 14). An online survey of Kansas waterfowl hunters was completed December 31, 2019
and final report of findings should be completed in January 2020.

Figure 1. Kansas Duck Hunting Units and Zones

Appendix A. Legal Description of Kansas Duck Hunting Zones

High Plains Unit: That portion of Kansas west of federal highway US-283.

Low Plains Unit: That portion of Kansas east of federal highway US-283.
- Low Plains Early Zone: That part of Kansas bounded by a line from the federal highway US283 and state highway US-96 junction, then east on federal highway US-96 to its junction
with federal highway US-183, then north on federal highway US-183 to its junction with
federal highway US-24, then east on federal highway US-24 to its junction with federal
highway US-281, then north on federal highway US-281 to its junction with federal highway
US-36, then east on federal highway US-36 to its junction with state highway K-199, then
south on state highway K-199 to its junction with Republic County 30th Road, then south on
Republic County 30th Road to its junction with state highway K-148, then east on state
highway K-148 to its junction with Republic County 50th Road, then south on Republic
County 50th Road to its junction with Cloud County 40th Road, then south on Cloud County
40th Road to its junction with state highway K-9, then west on state highway K-9 to its
junction with federal highway US-24, then west on federal highway US-24 to its junction
with federal highway US-181, then south on federal highway US-181 to its junction with
state highway K-18, then west on state highway K-18 to its junction with federal highway
US-281, then south on federal highway US-281 to its junction with state highway K-4, then
east on state highway K-4 to its junction with interstate highway I-135, then south on
interstate highway I–135 to its junction with state highway K-61, then southwest on state
highway K-61 to its junction with McPherson County 14th Avenue, then south on McPherson
County 14th Avenue to its junction with McPherson County Arapaho Rd, then west on
McPherson County Arapaho Rd to its junction with state highway K-61, then southwest on
state highway K-61 to its junction with state highway K-96, then northwest on state highway
K-96 to its junction with federal highway US-56, then southwest on federal highway US-56
to its junction with state highway K-19, then east on state highway K-19 to its junction with
federal highway US-281, then south on federal highway US-281 to its junction with federal
highway US-54, then west on federal highway US-54 to its junction with federal highway
US-183, then north on federal highway US-183 to its junction with federal highway US-56,
then southwest on federal highway US-56 to its junction with Ford County Road 126, then
south on Ford County Road 126 to its junction with federal highway US-400, then northwest
on federal highway US-400 to its junction with federal highway US-283, and then north on
federal highway US-283 to its junction with federal highway US-96.
- Low Plains Late Zone: That part of Kansas bounded by a line from the federal highway US283 and federal highway US-96 junction, then north on federal highway US-283 to the
Kansas-Nebraska state line, then east along the Kansas-Nebraska state line to its junction
with the Kansas-Missouri state line, then southeast along the Kansas-Missouri state line to its
junction with state highway K-68, then west on state highway K-68 to its junction with
interstate highway I-35, then southwest on interstate highway I-35 to its junction with Butler
County NE 150th Street, then west on Butler County NE 150th Street to its junction with
federal highway US-77, then south on federal highway US-77 to its junction with the
Kansas-Oklahoma state line, then west along the Kansas-Oklahoma state line to its junction

with federal highway US-283, then north on federal highway US-283 to its junction with
federal highway US-400, then east on federal highway US-400 to its junction with Ford
County Road 126, then north on Ford County Road 126 to its junction with federal highway
US-56, then east on federal highway US-56 to its junction with federal highway US-183,
then south on federal highway US-183 to its junction with federal highway US-54, then east
on federal highway US-54 to its junction with federal highway US-281, then north on federal
highway US-281 to its junction with state highway K-19, then west on state highway K-19 to
its junction with federal highway US-56, then east on federal highway US-56 to its junction
with state highway K-96, then southeast on state highway K-96 to its junction with state
highway K-61, then northeast on state highway K-61 to its junction with McPherson County
Arapaho Road, then east on McPherson County Arapaho Road to its junction with
McPherson County 14th Avenue, then north on McPherson County 14th Avenue to its
junction with state highway K-61, then east on state highway K-61 to its junction with
interstate highway I-135, then north on interstate highway I-135 to its junction with state
highway K-4, then west on state highway K-4 to its junction with federal highway US-281,
then north on federal highway US-281 to its junction with state highway K-18, then east on
state highway K-18 to its junction with federal highway US-181, then north on federal
highway US-181 to its junction with federal highway US-24, then east on federal highway
US-24 to its junction with state highway K-9, then east on state highway K-9 to its junction
with Cloud County 40th Road, then north on Cloud County 40th Road to its junction with
Republic County 50th Road, then north on Republic County 50th Road to its junction with
state highway K-148, then west on state highway K-148 to its junction with Republic County
30th Road, then north on Republic County 30th Road to its junction with state highway K199, then north on state highway K-199 to its junction with federal highway US-36, then
west on federal highway US-36 to its junction with federal highway US-281, then south on
federal highway US-281 to its junction with federal highway US-24, then west on federal
highway US-24 to its junction with federal highway US-183, then south on federal highway
US-183 to its junction with federal highway US-96, and then west on federal highway US-96
to its junction with federal highway US-283.
- Low Plains Southeast Zone: That part of Kansas bounded by a line from the Kansas-Missouri
state line west on state highway K-68 to its junction with interstate highway I-35, then
southwest on interstate highway I-35 to its junction with Butler County NE 150th Street, then
west on Butler County NE 150th Street to its junction with federal highway US-77, then south
on federal highway US-77 to the Kansas-Oklahoma State line, then east along the Kansas–
Oklahoma state line to its junction with the Kansas-Missouri state line, and then north along
the Kansas-Missouri state line to its junction with state highway K-68.

Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks & Tourism Briefing Item
Webless Migratory Game Bird Regulations – Sandhill Crane Hunting Zones and Seasons
January 9, 2020
Background
Sandhill crane hunting season in Kansas was initiated in 1993 as a response to increasing
depredation complaints by landowners and a strong interest from hunters. At that time, the area
open to crane hunting covered parts of 17 counties in central Kansas. Expansions to the crane
hunting unit occurred in 1995, 1997, and most recently in 2003 (Figure 1).
The opening date of the 58-day Sandhill crane season has been delayed to avoid potential
conflicts with whooping cranes. From 1993 through 2004, the season opened on the first
Saturday in November. After a whooping crane shooting incident in 2004, the opening day was
pushed back further to the Wednesday after the first Saturday in November.
The sandhill cranes that migrate through Kansas are part of the mid-continent population (MCP),
the most abundant of all North American crane populations. Population estimates for the MCP
were stable through the early 2000s, but in the last 10-plus years the population has increased
significantly with the most recent estimates at or near 1 million cranes (Figure 2). These
estimates are well over the population objective range (350,000 – 475,000) defined in the
Management Guidelines of the Mid-Continent Population of Sandhill Cranes. This management
plan, jointly approved by the three western flyways and endorsed by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), outlines the guidelines for the cooperative management of the MCP.
Since 1993, an average of 829 sandhill cranes are harvested annually in Kansas. The average
number of crane hunting permits issued is 885, with an average estimate of 377 active crane
hunters. Since the change to season dates and other restrictions implemented in 2005, the average
number of crane hunting permits issued and crane harvest have both declined significantly
(Figure 3).
Currently, the open season for the taking of sandhill cranes is the Wednesday after the first Saturday
in November and continuing for 58 days, including the opening day. The area open to sandhill crane
hunting is that part of Kansas bounded by a line from the junction of interstate highway I-35 and
the Oklahoma-Kansas state line, then north on interstate highway I-35 to its junction with
interstate highway I-135, then north on interstate highway I-135 to its junction with interstate
highway I-70, then north on federal highway US-81 to its junction with the Nebraska-Kansas
state line, then west on Nebraska-Kansas state line to its junction with the Colorado-Kansas state
line, then south on the Colorado-Kansas state line to its junction with the Oklahoma-Kansas state
line, and then east on the Oklahoma-Kansas state line to its junction with interstate highway I-35,
except federal and state sanctuaries.

Discussion
The sandhill crane season structure in Kansas does not align with the timing of sandhill crane
migration. The peak of sandhill crane migration is often prior to the opening day of sandhill
crane season (Figure 4), with over half of the sandhill cranes counted annually for KDWPT’s
biweekly survey gone before the opening day of crane season. The inability to align crane
hunting season with migration chronology and crane abundance negatively affects hunter

participation and harvest (Figure 3) as well as hunter satisfaction. Not surprisingly, the lack of
opportunities to hunt sandhill cranes earlier in the fall is a request KDWPT frequently receives
from migratory bird hunters.
The objective of the delayed sandhill crane season opening date has been to avoid potential
conflicts with whooping cranes. Although the delayed opening date has been applied across the
entire sandhill crane hunting unit in Kansas, whooping crane stopover occurs along a predictable
migration corridor through Central Kansas that is easily identifiable in multiple data sources,
including the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Nebraska Ecological Services Whooping
Crane Database and the US Geological Survey (USGS) satellite telemetry project. In an attempt
to remediate this issue, KDWPT has consulted with other Central Flyway states and the USFWS,
and received approval from the USFWS Service Regulations Committee to split the area open to
sandhill crane hunting in Kansas into a west zone that sees minimal whooping crane usage and a
central zone that includes the whooping crane migration corridor (Figure 5), with the
understanding that the opening date of sandhill crane season in the west zone could be moved
earlier to better align with sandhill crane migration without increasing potential conflicts with
whooping cranes. The west zone approved by the USFWS has seen less than 2.5% of whooping
crane observations in the USFWS database since 1961 and includes no core or extended use core
areas from the USGS analysis (Figure 5).

Recommendation
Staff recommendation is to revise KAR 115-25-20 to reflect a split in the area currently open to
sandhill crane hunting in Kansas into western and central crane hunting zones along the
boundaries described below and represented in Figure 5. Staff further recommends the west
zone season open on the third Saturday in October and run for 58 days consecutively, including
the opening day. No changes to the season structure for the central zone (open the Wednesday
after the first Saturday in November and run for 58 days consecutively, including the opening
day), or the total area open to sandhill crane hunting are recommended.
Proposed sandhill crane hunting zone boundaries
Central Zone: That portion of the State within an area bounded by a line beginning where I-35
crosses the Oklahoma border, then north on I–35 to Wichita, then north on I–135 to Salina, then
north on U.S. 81 to the Nebraska border, then west along the Kansas/Nebraska border to its
intersection with Hwy 283, then south on Hwy 283 to the intersection with Hwy 18/24, then east
along Hwy 18 to Hwy 183, then south on Hwy 183 to Route 1, then south on Route 1 to the
Oklahoma border, then east along the Kansas/Oklahoma border to where it crosses I-35.
West Zone: That portion of the State west of the western boundary of the East Zone.

Figure 1. Areas open to sandhill crane hunting in Kansas

Figure 2. Mid-continent sandhill crane abundance and population thresholds

Figure 3. Sandhill crane permits issued and harvest estimates prior to and after changes to
season structure and regulations.
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Figure 4. Sandhill crane abundance indices with general season framework (shaded area)
since changes in 2005.

Figure 5. Proposed division of the Kansas sandhill crane hunting unit into west (blue) and
central (red) hunting zones, with overlaid whooping crane migration corridor core (pink)
and extended use core (red) use areas in Kansas.

KAR 115-25-7
Antelope; open season, bag limit and permits
Background
This regulation pertains to seasons, bag limits, unit boundaries, permits and tags for pronghorn
antelope.
Western Kansas pronghorn antelope populations have supported a hunting season since 1974.
The firearm pronghorn season has been four days long since 1990, starting on the first Friday in
October. The archery pronghorn season was nine days long from 1985 to 2004, and included the
two weekends prior to the firearm season. Since 2005, the archery season has reopened on the
Saturday following the firearm season and continued through the end of October. A
muzzleloader season was initiated in 2001. It has begun immediately after the archery season
and ran for eight days, the last four overlapping the firearm season. With the exception of annual
adjustments in permit allocations, this regulation has basically been unchanged since 2006.

Discussion & Recommendations
No changes are recommended for this regulation at this time, including season structure, bag
limits, and permits.
We propose unlimited archery permits be allocated for both residents and nonresidents. Firearm
and muzzleloader permits will remain restricted to residents, with half assigned to
landowner/tenants and the remainder awarded to general residents. Firearm and muzzleloader
permit allocations will be determined following winter aerial surveys.
The proposed season dates are:
September 19-27, 2020 and October 10-31, 2020 for the archery season.
September 28, 2020 - October 5, 2020 for the muzzleloader season.
October 2-5, 2020 for the firearm season.

Archery Pronghorn Unit

Firearm, Muzzleloader Pronghorn Units

KAR 115-25-8
Elk; open season, bag limit and permits
Background
This regulation pertains to seasons, bag limits, unit boundaries, permits and tags for elk hunting.
Elk were first reintroduced onto Fort Riley in 1986, and a hunting season was initiated in 1990.
Most of the hunting opportunity in the state occurs on the Fort. However, elk do exist on private
lands, though unpredictably in most of the state, with parts of southwest Kansas being the main
exception. Elk also occur in the vicinity of Cimarron National Grasslands, but these elk are
primarily found in neighboring states, and the Grasslands have been closed to elk hunting since
1995, following several years of heavy harvest pressure.
Since 1999, longer seasons and less restrictive permitting options have been authorized except
near Fort Riley and the Grasslands. This framework is intended to allow for elk that may be
causing crop damage or other conflicts on private land to be harvested, and for landowners to
have the opportunity to maintain elk at desirable numbers on their own property while at the
same time allowing the Fort Riley and Cimarron herds to be maintained.

Discussion & Recommendations
We do not currently anticipate any changes to season structure, bag limits or permit types.
Unit boundaries are defined in K.A.R. 115-4-6b. Units 2 and 3 will be open to hunting.
The proposed season dates on Fort Riley are:
a) September 1-30, 2020 for a season in which both muzzleloader and archery
equipment may be used.
b) October 1-December 31, 2020 for the firearms season.
1) First segment: October 1-31, 2020.
2) Second segment: November 1-30, 2020.
3) Third segment: December 1-31, 2020.
The proposed season dates outside the boundaries of Fort Riley are:
a) September 1-30, 2020 for the muzzleloader season.
b) September 14-December 31, 2020 for the archery season.
c) August 1-31, 2020, December 2-13, 2020, and January 1-March 15, 2021 for the
firearms seasons.
Limited quota Either-Sex (ES) elk permits are valid during any open season, and we’re
proposing 12 be authorized.
Limited quota Antlerless Elk (AE) permits are valid during any open season except that only 1/3
are valid during each of the three one-month segments on Fort Riley. We’re proposing that six
AE permits be allocated for each segment.

Elk permits will be available only to Kansas residents, and permit applications will be separated
into military and nonmilitary applicants. An unlimited number of hunt-on-your-own-land
antlerless-only and either-sex elk permits will be authorized in Units 2 and 3. An unlimited
number of general resident and landowner tenant antlerless-only and any-elk permits will be
authorized in Unit 3.

Elk Units

General
Discussion
(continued)

Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD)
No briefing book items – possible handout at meeting

K.A.R. 115-25-9a. Deer; open season, bag limit, and permits; additional
considerations; Smoky Hill ANG, Fort Riley, and Fort Leavenworth
Background
This regulation has typically been brought to a Public Hearing in June. Personnel at Fort Riley
requested this later period to finalize the seasons because the schedule for military training
activities were occasionally unknown at the time KAR 115-25-9 was approved. The regulation
has also been used to address legislative actions pertaining to deer hunting that were made after
KAR 115-25-9 was approved.
Discussion
We shall address all deer season on military subunits under one regulation. Personnel at Smoky
Hill ANG, Fort Riley and Fort Leavenworth have been contacted and we have received
preliminary information on the season dates that they prefer.
Smoky Hill ANG has requested to have deer hunting seasons at the same dates as the seasons
established in KAR 115-25-9.
Fort Riley has requested the same seasons as those established in KAR 115-25-9 with the
following exceptions:
• Additional archery days for individuals authorized by Fort Riley would include the period
from September 1, 2020 through September 13, 2020, and from January 11, 2021 January
31, 2021.
• Additional days of hunting opportunity for designated persons (i.e., youth and people
with disabilities) from October 10, 2020 through October 12, 2020.
o No pre-rut firearms season for antlerless white-tailed deer.
• Firearm season dates of November 27, 2020 through November 29, 2020, and December
15, 2020 through December 23, 2020.
Fort Leavenworth has requested the same deer hunting seasons described in KAR 115-25-9 with
the following exceptions:
• The open firearm season for the taking of deer shall be November 14, 2020, through
November 15, 2020, November 21, 2020 through November 22, 2020, November 26,
2020 through November 29, 2020, December 5, 2020 through December 6, 2020, and
December 12, 2020 through December 13, 2020.
• An extended firearm season for the taking of antlerless-only, white-tailed deer shall be
from January 1, 2021 through January 24, 2021.
• An extended archery season for the taking of antlerless-only, white-tailed deer shall be
from January 25, 2021 through January 31, 2021.
A deer hunter may use one antlerless-only white-tailed deer permit in Fort Riley, subunit 8A or
Smoky Hill ANG, subunit 4A. A deer hunter may use up to five antlerless-only white-tailed deer
permits in Fort Leavenworth, subunit 10A.

Recommendation
The proposed dates for the firearm season at the Smoky Hill Air National Guard subunit, Fort
Riley subunit and at the Fort Leavenworth subunit will be reviewed at Workshop Session in
March. Final action on those seasons shall be completed at the Public Hearing in June.

Workshop
Session
(continued)

VI. DEPARTMENT REPORT
C. General Discussion
5. Big Game 4-Series Permanent Regulations
All permanent regulations dealing with big game will be discussed together at this meeting. In
recent years these regulations have been brought forward in the General Discussion portion of
the Commission Meeting in August to allow public comments and to determine if further review
was needed.
a) K.A.R. 115-4-2. Big game; general provisions.
Background
This regulation contains the following items:
•
•
•
•
•

Information that must be included on the carcass tag
Registration (including photo check) needed to transport certain animals
Procedures for transferring meat to another person
Procedures for possessing a salvaged big game carcass
Who may assist a big game permittee and how they may assist, including
the provisions for designated individuals to assist disabled big game
permittees.

Discussion
Chronic wasting disease (CWD) is one of the biggest threats to the sustainability of the Kansas
deer herd. Recommended practices to reduce the risk of anthropogenic spread include
prohibiting the movement of cervid carcasses and parts, except for: boned out meat, clean hide
with no head attached, clean skull plate with antlers attached, clean antlers, finished taxidermy
specimens, and clean upper canine teeth. An alternative to this is allowing quartered carcasses
with no spinal column or head attached.
Recommendation
Except for big game animals taken with an “either-sex” permit, the visible sex organs of the big
game animal shall remain naturally attached to the carcass or a quartered portion thereof, while
in transit from the site of the kill to the permittee’s residence or to a commercial place of
processing or preservation, unless the carcass has been tagged with a department check station
tag, the permittee is using the department’s electronic carcass tag system and has submitted the
information required (county, the date, and the time of kill and enter a photograph of the entire
carcass, with sufficient clarity to display the species and the antlered or antlerless condition of
the big game animal), the permittee has obtained a transportation confirmation number after
electronically registering the permittee’s big game animal or wild turkey on the department’s
electronic registration site, or the permittee retains photographs necessary for electronic
registration until registration occurs

b) K.A.R. 115-4-4. Big game; legal equipment and taking methods.
Background
This regulation contains the following items:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific equipment differences for hunting various big game species.
Specifications for bright orange colored clothing, which must be worn
when hunting during certain big game seasons.
Accessory equipment such as calls, decoys, and blinds.
Shooting hours
Special restrictions on the use of horses or mules to herd or drive elk.

Discussion
New hunting equipment continues to be created and people request changes in the regulation to
allow novel equipment. Historically changes in this regulation have attempted to balance a
potential benefit of allowing new equipment to benefit a few people against the added
complexity caused by changing the regulation, which may confuse other hunters. Typically, the
department has changed this regulation after a review for a period of years rather than annually.
Recommendation
Remove the restriction on the use of draw locking devices. This would allow locking draw
devices to be used as legal archery equipment for taking big game animals.
c)

K.A.R. 115-4-6. Deer; firearm management units.

Background
This regulation established the boundaries for the 19 Deer Management Units in Kansas.
Discussion
Landowners and hunters within the extreme southern part of DMU 10 have requested greater
continuity of harvest limits and the additional ability to manage deer numbers in their area. The
deer population in the northern portion of DMU remains moderate. Changes in the management
unit boundaries, especially the original 18 DMUs, complicate trend analysis of hunter
participation and harvest of deer.

Recommendation
Change the boundary of DMU 19 Kansas City urban; unit 19 to: that part of Kansas bounded by
a line from the Missouri-Kansas state line west on Johnson County 199 Street to its junction with
interstate highway I-35, then southwest on interstate highway I-35 to its junction with federal
highway US-75, then north on federal highway US-75 to its junction with South Topeka
Boulevard, then north on South Topeka Boulevard to its junction with Shawnee County SW 93
Street, then west on Shawnee County SW 93 Street to its junction with Shawnee County SW
Auburn Road, then north on Shawnee County SW Auburn Road to its junction with interstate
highway I-70, then west on interstate highway I-70 to its junction with NW Carlson-Rossville
Road, then north on NW Carlson-Rossville Road to its junction with Shawnee County NW 62
Street, then east on Shawnee County NW 62 Street to its junction with Shawnee County NW
Hoch Road, then north on Shawnee County NW Hoch Road to its junction with Shawnee County
NW 66 Street, then east on Shawnee County NW 66 Street to its junction with Shawnee County
NW Humphrey Road, then south on Shawnee County NW Humphrey Road to its junction with
Shawnee County NW 62 Street, then east on Shawnee County NW 62 Street to its junction with
state highway K-4, then north on state highway K-4 to its junction with state highway K-92, then
west east on state highway K-92 to its junction with Leavenworth County 207 Street, then north
on Leavenworth County 207 Street to its junction with state highway K-192, then northeast on
state highway K-192 to its junction with federal highway US-73, then east on federal highway
US-73 to the Missouri-Kansas state line, then south on the Missouri-Kansas state line to Johnson
County 199 Street, except federal and state sanctuaries and department-owned or -managed
properties.
d) K.A.R. 115-4-11. Big game and wild turkey permit applications.
Background
This regulation describes general application procedures, including the establishment of priority
drawing procedures when the number of applicants exceeds the availability of authorized
permits. The regulation also authorized hunters to purchase a preference point for future
applications.
Discussion
No changes in the application process of big game or wild turkey permits are currently being
discussed within the department. Requests for changes in allocation of either species, either sex
firearm permits for resident youth hunters have been received from the public.
Recommendation
No change is proposed for this regulation and it is not scheduled for further review this year.
e) K.A.R. 115-4-13. Deer permits; descriptions and restrictions.

Background
This regulation contains the following items:
•

•
•

Creates permit types that include:
•
White-tailed deer, either-sex (WTES) permit or white-tailed deer
antlerless only (WTAO) permit for residents of Kansas. These permits are
valid during all seasons with equipment authorized for that season.
•
White-tailed deer, either-sex permit for nonresidents valid for one
equipment type and one unit. Nonresident hunters may designate one
adjacent unit where they may hunt.
•
Either-species, either-sex permit, restricted to a season or seasons and
units where they may be used by resident and nonresident deer hunters.
•
Hunt-on-your-own-land permits, including resident HOYOL, nonresident
HOYOL, and special HOYOL permits for certain direct relatives of the
landowner or tenant.
Each deer permit is valid only for the species and antler category specified on the
permit.
Antlerless deer are defined as a deer without a visible antler plainly protruding
from the skull.

Discussion
Starting with the 2016 season, Either-species Antlerless Only Permits (ESAO) were no longer
issued in Kansas. This was done to address the changing mule deer population to reduce harvest
of female mule deer.
Recommendation
No change is proposed for this regulation and it is not scheduled for further review this year.

VI. DEPARTMENT REPORT
C. Workshop Session
6. Deer 25-Series Regulations
Background
The regulation contains the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dates of deer seasons when equipment such as archery, firearms, or muzzleloader may be
used.
Provisions when seasons may occur on military subunits within management units.
Dates for a special firearm deer season and extended archery seasons in urban units.
Dates of deer seasons for designated persons.
Dates and units when extended firearm seasons are authorized and the type of permits
and changes in the species and antler categories of those permits.
Limitations in obtaining multiple permits.

Discussion
Whitetail Antlerless Only Permit Validity on Department Managed Land
Currently any individual may obtain no more than five antlerless white-tailed deer permits. One
antlerless white-tailed deer permit shall be valid statewide, except in unit 18, including lands
managed by the department. Four additional antlerless white-tailed deer permits shall be valid in
units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10A, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 19 on lands not managed by the department,
except Glen Elder, Kanopolis, Lovewell, Norton, Webster, and Wilson Wildlife Areas and
Kirwin National Wildlife Refuge.
Due to increasing crop damage complaints on adjacent properties and a strong deer population in
the area, Elk City and Berentz-Dick Wildlife Areas (Buffalo Ranch) should be included on the
list of exceptions of land managed by the department on which the four additional whitetail
antlerless only permits are valid.

Either-species Antlerless Only Permits (ESAO)
Starting with the 2016 season, Either-species Antlerless Only Permits (ESAO) were no longer
issued in Kansas. This was done to address the changing mule deer population to reduce harvest
of female mule deer. Recent increases in mule deer numbers in Deer Management Unit 1 have
resulted in an increased number of landowner complaints about crop damage caused specifically
by mule deer. Mule deer population status in other DMUs within the East and West mule deer
hunt zones currently is stability at low density or declining.
Either-species Antlerless Only Permits (ESAO) could be issued again. The number of ESAO
permits to be issued in each DMU would be evaluated after additional data becomes available.
ESAO permits would not be valid on lands managed by the department. The number of permits
issued are included in the Secretary’s Orders for permit allocation.

Season Dates
Annual adjustments will be made in the deer hunting season dates. This review process initiates
the discussion of potential changes in deer hunting seasons for 2020-2021. The
recommendations currently follow the traditional season structure, with potential changes to
some seasons:
Typically, the first extended white-tailed deer antlerless-only (WAO) season has started on the
New Year’s Holiday and was open through the first weekend in January, or during the first
weekend if January 1 fell on a Saturday. New Year’s Day falls on Friday in 2021. Hunter input
during the 2018-19 season’s deer harvest survey indicated hunters wanted more days to hunt and
always want weekend days included in an antlerless season. There is also a need to increase
harvest as part of chronic wasting disease management. The option currently being considered:
1. Three January WAO season lengths, 10 days, 17 days, and 24 days.
Population indices, mortality due to disease and changes in fawn recruitment will be examined
and public input will be considered in the development of a list of units where an extended
firearms season and WAO permits will be authorized. The number of WAO permits that may be
used in each unit will also be evaluated after additional data becomes available.
Public comment is sought about this option.
Recommendation
Add Elk City and Berentz-Dick Wildlife Areas (Buffalo Ranch) to the list of lands managed by
the department on which the additional four Whitetail Antlerless Only permits are valid.
The proposed season dates suggested for deer hunting during 2020-21 are as follows:
Youth and Disability
Sept. 5, 2020 – Sept. 13, 2020
Early Muzzleloader
Sept. 14, 2020 – Sept. 27, 2020
Archery
Sept. 14, 2020– Dec. 31, 2020
Pre-Rut WAO
Oct. 10, 2020 – Oct. 12, 2020
Regular Firearm
Dec. 2, 2020 – Dec. 13, 2020
st
1 Extended WAO
Jan. 1, 2021 – Jan. 10, 2021
2nd Extended WAO
Jan. 1, 2021– Jan. 17, 2021
3rd Extended WAO
Jan. 1, 2021 – Jan. 24, 2021
Extended Archery (DMU 19) Jan. 25, 2021– Jan. 31, 2021

Public
Hearing

No public hearing items

